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The 2010 Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report is the third report of its
kind published by the Company CORINTH PIPEWORKS. It follows the 2008 edition and concerns the
period 01.01.10 – 31.12.2010. The Company has decided that Corporate Responsibility is reported
on a yearly basis.

Scope and Boundary

The aim of this publication is to show the effect of CORINTH PIPEWORKS' corporate activity on the
Economy, the Environment and the Society, for the purposes of informing institutional investors,
employees, other stakeholders and all those interested in the Company or Corporate Responsibility
and Sustainable Development issues.

This edition covers all of CORINTH PIPEWORKS' activities regarding the Company's production facilities
in Greece but does not include any information relating to subsidiaries, any joint ventures, suppliers
or third parties. Therefore, at some points, additional information is given at Group level. In
determining the matters contained in this Report, stakeholders’ expectations were taken into account
as well as the significance of specific issues for the Company. 

The Report covers the full range of issues concerning the Economic, Environmental and Social impacts
of the Company without any specific limitation to its scope or boundary. As the Report does not contain
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elements relating to CORINTH PIPERWORKS subsidiaries, possible takeovers, sales, joint ventures and
other activities, these are not expected to affect the comparison of data from year to year.

There have not been significant changes regarding the scope, boundaries or the evaluation methods
applied in this Report. Any information reviews are highlighted while the relevant review reasons are
specified in the respective sections.

Methodology

CORINTH PIPEWORKS’ Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report for 2010 has been
prepared in accordance with the latest guidelines for CSR / Sustainability Reports by the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI – G3 edition).

A special team consisting of executives from all the relevant departments and divisions was formed
for this Report edition. The team’s primary tasks were to gather the relevant information concerning
the areas of Corporate Social Responsibility at CORINTH PIPEWORKS. The data and information
presented were collected under recording procedures used by the Company, and from databases
maintained under various application systems. Where processed, non-primary information is
presented, the way or method of calculation is often mentioned and Global Reporting Initiative
guidelines are adhered to.

Compilation of the 2010 Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable
Development Report was supported and guided in scientific terms (data
collection, evaluation and compilation) by the company Sustainable
Development. 

External Verification

As part of the effort to increase its engagement with stakeholders, CORINTH PIPEWORKS proceeded
with external verification of the adherence to GRI guidelines. Both the statement of adherence to GRI
indicators in the Report and the statement by the independent verification body are presented on
pages 87 & 88 respectively.

Contact

CORINTH PIPEWORKS values the opinion of its stakeholders and thus welcomes all questions,
clarifications or suggestions for improvement. 

CORINTH PIPEWORKS S.A.

Sofia Mylothridou
Head of Corporate Responsibility, Communication and Education
33 Amaroussiou-Halandriou street,, GR15125 Maroussi, Greece, Tel: +30 210 6787537
E-mail: smylothridou@cpw.vionet.gr, www.cpw.gr 

Registered Office: 2-4 Mesogeion Avenue,
Athens Tower, Building B, GR11527 Athens, Greece
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2010 was a difficult year since we experienced the consequences of the deceleration of all energy
markets in which CORINTH PIPEWORKS operates. In a truly adverse economic environment and amid
political turbulence throughout the world, the Company responded to the challenges of the global
market, relying on its high level of expertise and experience in major projects, globaly, the state-of-
the-art production facilities and on the trust shown by both its suppliers and its major customers
around the world. 

The economic crisis facing our country and the difficulties encountered internationally in 2010 did
not hinder us from continuing investing in responsible operation, giving strategic priority to the
provision of high quality products to our customers, the research and development of new
technologies and know-how, the retention and further improvement of Occupational Health and
Safety in the workplace, the continuous reduction of our operational impacts in the natural
environment and also strengthening our relations with the local community. 

Following the above strategic priorities we had set, we registered important results in various areas,
thus attaining most of the objectives we had set in 2010. These are some of our major achievements
during last year:
• drastic decrease of the injuries and accidents occurring in work areas while also reducing the

relevant accident frequency and severity rates;
• considerable increase in our employees training hours; 
• zero complaints from our customers, proving the Company’s commitment to the provision of high

quality products and services;
• major improvement in most environmental performance indicators while also reducing the waste

products generated from the operation of our plants.

In addition, given that the recording and communication of our performance and efforts in Corporate
Responsibility are main components of the dialogue with our stakeholders, this edition, which is the
third report of its kind, reflects our solid commitment to Sustainable Development. Further
improvement of the Company’s environmental performance, persistent efforts in the Health and
Safety area, provision of high quality products and further boosting of our communication with our
Company’s stakeholder groups will be our key pursuits in the months ahead.

Under the difficult economic circumstances experienced by Greece, the principles and values of
Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development are more vital than ever before and good
business practices are more necessary. Our Company’s responsible and consistent operation is a
necessary prerequisite to ensure an optimistic future as our ultimate goal is the sustainable economic
and social development. 

Constantinos Bakouris
Chairman of the Board of Directors
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The Company named “CORINTH PIPEWORKS S.A. Pipe Industry and Real Estate”, having "CORINTH
PIPEWORKS" as its trade name was founded in 1969 and its registered office is located in the
Municipality of Athens (address: 2-4 Mesogeion Ave., Athens Tower, Building B, 115 27, Athens,
Greece). The Company has been listed on the Athens Stock Exchange since 1998. 

CORINTH PIPEWORKS operates in the international oil, natural gas and water transportation markets
and also in the construction sector. Since its establishment, the Company has followed a steady
growth rate, making investments in quality, research and new technologies. Currently, the Company’s
production facilities are located in the Thisvi Industrial Area, Prefecture of Viotia, with a total annual
capacity of 775,000 tons.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS has stakes in a number of other Companies having their registered offices in
Greece and other countries, which has lead to the establishment of an international construction,
transportation, marketing and distribution network for its products.

Subsidiary Companies Registered Participation Activities
office percentage

CPW AMERICA USA 100% Marketing of Group products in the Americas.

WARSAW TUBULARS TRADING Poland 100% Participation in Companies active in similar
operations and marketing of the products of
CORINTH PIPEWORKS.

HUMBEL LTD Russia 100% CORINTH PIPEWORKS, through HUMBEL,
controls the 49% of the Russian Company TMK-
CPW, which produces medium-diameter steel
pipes for oil and gas transportation.

Associate companies Registered Participation Activities
office percentage

DIA.VI.PE.THI.V. S.A. Greece 21.75% Management of the Thisvi Industrial Area,
where the main production facility of the
CORINTH PIPEWORKS Group is located.

ZAO TMK-CPW Russia 49% Production of medium-diameter steel pipes
for oil and gas transportation purposes.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS is amongst the world leading steel pipe manufacturers, producing medium
and large-diameter steel pipes and coating for anti-corrosive protection. The CORINTH PIPEWORKS
products are used mainly in major energy projects and especially in the transportation of liquid and
hydrocarbons and also in the petrochemicals industry. CORINTH PIPEWORKS is, also, a major supplier
of the construction sector for large dimension hollow sections.
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HEADQUARTERS

CORINTH PIPEWORKS

TMK - CPW

U.A.E.

Warsaw
Tubulars
Trading

CORINTH PIPEWORKS offers its global customers high – standard, integrated solutions based on a
broad range of innovative products and services with a focus on quality and safety. The primary
objective of CORINTH PIPEWORKS is to offer solutions through a well-organized and effective project
management system in order to maximize the value to its customers. 

The main product groups of CORINTH PIPEWORKS are as follows:
• Steel pipes for offshore and onshore pipelines for oil and gas transportation
• Casing pipes for extracting oil and natural gas
• Steel pipes for water transportation
• Hollow Structural Sections (beams)

CORINTH PIPEWORKS operates in the following markets:
• Europe
• North Africa
• Middle East and Persian Gulf
• North and South America



1.1 Milestones 

The milestones in the Company’s history are as follows:

1969: CORINTH PIPEWORKS is founded and the production unit of large-diameter submerged arc welding – helical (SAWH) steel pipes
begins operating in Corinth.

1977: The construction of the ERW unit in Corinth is completed and the production process begins.

1988: Certification of CORINTH PIPEWORKS according to the API Q1 standard, of the American Petroleum Institute (API).

1993: Certification of the company’s Quality Management System in accordance with the ISO 9002 standard.

1998: CORINTH PIPEWORKS lists its shares on the Athens Stock Exchange.

The investment plan to build a new factory in Thisvi, Viotia begins alongside plans for the modernization of the existing industrial
unit in Corinth.

1999: The five-year investment plan for the construction of the Thisvi plant begins.

2000: Certification of the Health and Safety Management System according to the international standard OHSAS 18001 and the
Environmental Management System international standard ISO 14001.

2001 & 2002: Thisvi factory begins operations.

2003: Certification of Quality Management System for CORINTH PIPEWORKS in accordance to ISO 9001 International Standard.

2004: The SIDENOR Group acquires a majority share in CORINTH PIPEWORKS and begins implementing an extensive restructuring
program. 

2005: The Corinth production plant ceases operations.

2006: CORINTH PIPEWORKS and TMK reach an agreement regarding the establishment of a joint venture for the production of medium-
diameter pipes in Russia.

The restructuring programme is concluded.

2007: The ZAO TMK-CPW joint venture factory begins operations in Polevskoy, Russia.

2008: The ZAO TMK-CPW joint venture solidifies its presence on the Russian Market.

Completion of investments in the large-diameter SAWH steel pipes production facility in Thisvi and increase of its capacity to
375,000 tonnes per annum.

2009: Upgrading of the ERF/HFI line to produce steel pipes with an external diameter of 26'' (a world first).

Issue of the first ‘Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development’ report with emphasis on adherence to Global Reporting
Initiative guidelines, Version G3.

2010: Issue of the second “Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development” report for 2009 in the context of international reporting
standards (GRI). This Report is more thorough in terms of indicators pursuant to GRI-G3 standard and falls under GRI Level B.

High performance award a commendation for the 2009 Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report by the
University of the Aegean.

The investment for the production of hollow sections (beams) in the TMK-CPW plant in Polevskoy, Russia is concluded.
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1.2 Participation in Networks

CORINTH PIPEWORKS is an active member in a number of organizations, unions and associations,
aiming at their constructive cooperation on issues of industry or wider business interest and the
promotion of Corporate Responsibility.

Organization Description and Scope of Organization Participation Marking

Hellenic Network for
Corporate Social
Responsibility

Athens Chamber of
Commerce & Industry (ACCI)

Hellenic Federation of
Enterprises (SEV)

Federation of Sterea Ellada
Industries (SBSE)

American Petroleum
Institute (API)

International Pipeline and
Offshore Contractors
Association (IPLOCA)

European Steel Tube
Association (ESTA)

Welding Inspection
Organization (TWI LTD)

European Pipeline Research
Group (EPRG)

National Association of Pipe
Coating Applicators (NAPCA)

Canadian Standards
Association

The Hellenic Network for Corporate Social Responsibility is the national
representative of the European Network for Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR Europe). The purpose of the Hellenic Network for Corporate Social
Responsibility is to promote the concepts of Sustainable Development, 
Corporate Responsibility and Social Cohesion in Greece.

The ACCI was established in 1914 in order to protect and promote the
commercial and industrial interests of its members.

The mission of SEV is to modernize and develop modern Greek enterprises
through the creation of a competitive national capital in both European and
global financial competition.

The role of SBSE (former Viotia Industries Association SBB ) focuses on
promoting industrial needs and securing the conditions for attaining
sustainable development in a responsible manner within a competitive
environment.

API represents petroleum and natural gas production companies.
Membership exceeds 400 companies.

IPLOCA has members in over 40 countries and represents around 225 main
players in the market of domestic and offshore pipeline construction
companies worldwide.

ESTA is the European Steel Tube Association and has been established in
order to monitor the steel pipe market, to issue production statistics per
country and also to monitor and advice on Taxes and Duties.

TWI provides services related to tube welding technology 
and settlement of any potential problems regarding all production 
stages.

EPRG is a certified organization of the European natural gas pipeline
manufacturers and companies. It addresses the technical integrity of
natural gas pipelines, as well as pipe construction, operation and
maintenance. 

NAPCA represents pipe coating manufacturers, pipe distributors, 
companies engaged in the manufacture and sale of these materials 
and their suppliers.

The Association seeks to develop standards required by circumstances 
such as standards aiming at product manufacturing which enhance 
public safety and health.

Principal member
(since 2009)

Member

Member

Member 
(since 2009)

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member
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CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY PILLARSCORINTH PIPEWORKS

HUMAN
RESOURCES ENVIRONMENT

SOCIETY
MARKET -
QUALITY ECONOMY -

DEVELOPMENT

HUMAN RESOURCES

The health and safety of
employees is a key priority
for CORINTH PIPEWORKS,
both for its own employ-
ees and for all partners in-
volved in the operation of
the Company. This contin-
uous effort has ensured
the reduction of incidents
in recent years.

ENVIRONMENT

CORINTH PIPEWORKS devel-
ops its business activity by fo-
cusing on environmental
protection, the correct use of
natural resources through
the adherence to established
environmental standards
and cooperation with com-
petent governmental au-
thorities so as to fully comply
with applicable EU and na-
tional legislation.

SOCIETY

CORINTH PIPEWORKS con-
tinuously seeks to be pres-
ent in the local community
in order to contribute to
economic and social devel-
opment. The Company is
dynamically active in the
Thisvi area, supports the
initiatives of local bodies
and sponsors cultural and
sporting events and initia-
tives which support vul-
nerable social groups.

MARKET - QUALITY

CORINTH PIPEWORKS works
vigorously to ensure the
highest quality products
and services, constantly
aiming to create added
value for customers and
shareholders.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

CORINTH PIPEWORKS has
set the non-negotiable
goal of continuously im-
proving its operations and
its further development,
in order to offer the high-
est level of products and
services to its global cus-
tomers, and maximize
benefits for shareholders
and employees.



1.3 Code of Conduct for Sustainable Development

CORINTH PIPEWORKS S.A. has adopted the Code of Conduct of the SEV Council for Sustainable
Development and in doing so:
1. Respects the principles of Sustainable Development and incorporates them in its decision making

processes.
2. Promotes the adoption of environmentally friendly and scientifically established methods of

designing its activities.
3. Focuses on manufacturing products and rendering services with positive environmental impact.
4. Promotes production methods that emphasize recycling, conservation of natural resources and

proper management of waste products.
5. Trains and orientates suitably its workforce and invests in natural, technological and financial resources

aimed at sustainable development.
6. Engages in continuous improvement of its performance in the fields of health, safety and

environmental protection.
7. Provides accurate information to Authorities and Society about its activities and aims at a sincere

dialogue with all involved stakeholders.
8. Contributes to the social, cultural and overall economic development of the communities in which it

is active.
9. Adopts modern practices of corporate governance.
10. Meets its institutional obligations in a spirit of transparency and business ethics.

1.4 Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development

Corporate Responsibility is an integral part of Company’s philosophy, strategy and values. CORINTH
PIPEWORKS recognises high importance to the manufacture of quality and safe products; the
Occupational Health and Safety, the Environmental Protection, the cooperation with the local
community within which it operates and the value created for the society at large.

Corporate Responsibility is a way of operation for CORINTH PIPEWORKS. To this effect, the Company
seeks and commits to apply responsible management practices to the entire range of its business
operations and activities.

The main pillars of Corporate Responsibility of CORINTH PIPEWORKS are set out on page 14.

Corporate Responsibility for CORINTH PIPEWORKS is the outcome of a consistent approach to action
design and implementation in order to create value for all those affected by its operation. The
Company believes it is obliged to make continuous investments in innovative business practices and
also to improve its performance relating to all the above pillars on an ongoing basis.

CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY & SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT REPORT 2010 15
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1.5 Communication with Stakeholders

For CORINTH PIPEWORKS, stakeholders signify all natural and legal persons who are affected by or
affect its activities in any way. Thus, the Company's stakeholders include the following groups:

CORINTH PIPEWORKS has developed channels of communication with all stakeholder groups. In
this context, specific structures have been established and specific procedures are implemented
so as to intensify the reciprocal communication between the Company and stakeholders.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS seeks to promote reciprocal communication, commit and cooperate
steadily with the various groups, taking into account the particularities and different topics of
interest related to each group. 

In this context, CORINTH PIPEWORKS records and processes the main topics which interest
stakeholders and which fall under the Company’s scope. In addition, CORINTH PIPEWORKS seeks close
cooperation with stakeholders in order to continuously improve the products and services it provides
and also to create value for the local community and the society as a whole.

16 CORINTH PIPEWORKS S.A.
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Stakeholders and CORINTH PIPEWORKS

Groups 
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• Invest capital in CORINTH PIPEWORKS
• Receive dividends from the profits
• Participate in decision making

• Choose CORINTH PIPEWORKS for its products and
services

• It is an approved and selected supplier of the
largest oil and natural gas companies

• Experience in the execution of major and chal-
lenging projects

• Offer their work and expertise
• Are rewarded with salaries,

additional benefits and
opportunities for career and
personal development

• Suppliers provide their services / products to
CORINTH PIPEWORKS
and receive their payment

• Meritocracy / objective selection and evalua-
tion of suppliers

• The Company supports local suppliers

• CORINTH PIPEWORKS supports the local
community by selecting staff and suppliers
at local level

• The Company participates in a local association 
• The Company participates in activities or-

ganized by local community associations

• Represent the civil society
• Participate actively in shaping public

opinion
• Participate actively in shaping State

policy
• They are the link between the society,

the state and the businesses
• CORINTH PIPEWORKS cooperates with

NGOs for information and action-taking
purposes

• Participation in supplier fairs and
events

• The Company informs suppliers about
market developments

• Communication channels with suppli-
ers via Company Procurement Depart-
ment

• Ongoing communication with local
organizations and associations

• Participation in local Bodies’ and Asso-
ciations’ activities

• Exchange of views about topics of
common interest (e.g. improving the
quality of life, environmental protec-
tion)

• Participation of CORINTH PIPEWORKS
in the Hellenic Network for Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR Hellas) as a
core member

• Strengthening the Company's
competitiveness

• Transparency in stakeholders rela-
tionships

• Good Corporate Governance
• Profitability
• Protecting shareholders rights and

interests

• Effective, timely and reliable proj-
ect execution

• High level of service 
• After sales support 
• Customers update on market de-

velopments and also on Compa-
ny’s products

• Maintaining, improving and ex-
panding the Company's top quality
position in the international market

• Objective, merit-based evaluation
• Supporting local suppliers
• Informing suppliers on market

trends
• Enhancing communication and in-

formation

• The Company responds to local
community issues

• Recruitment of staff from the lo-
cal community

• Supporting local development

• Supporting NGO activities

• Annual General Meeting of share-
holders

• Investor Relations Department
• The Board of Directors informs share-

holders about any changes in the
Company

• Regular press releases, announce-
ments and reports on new invest-
ments in the Group are issued

• Quarterly, semi-annual, nine-month
and annual release of results

• Constant communication between fi-
nancial analysts and investors with
Company executives. 

• Investor Relations Manager
• Presentation to the Association of

Greek Institutional Investors 
• Issue of Company Annual Report
• Issue of annual Corporate Responsi-

bility and Sustainable Development
Report 

• Company website 

• Regular personal and telephone
communication

• Certification and revision procedures
on how to enter/ remain on the lists
of acceptable suppliers

• Customers update on market
developments and also on Company
products

• Customer Satisfaction Survey
• Company Website
• Project Management Department
• Participation in fairs, conferences,

scientific forums and scientific
projects

• Ongoing communication between
Management and Human Resources.
The Company seeks and implements
an Open Door Policy

• Communication and information via
the Company’s intranet

• Updating via e-mail and leaflets on
bulletin boards

• Updating via the Company’s website
• Information on the Company's goals

and their achievement

• Relevant employment and insur-
ance issues

• Issues on personnel assessments
• Development and advancement

of human resources
• Information on the Company's

goals and their achievement
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Through consultation with its stakeholders,
CORINTH PIPEWORKS is able to identify the most
important topics for each group (See “Stakeholders
and CORINTH PIPEWORKS” in the relevant table)
and, by extension, is able to respond thereto and
make the necessary improvements. CORINTH
PIPEWORKS uses the information arising from
continuous communication with the stakeholders
in order to:
• re-design procedures;
• improve its performance in specific areas

(products, services, production processes,
Health & Safety, Environmental performance);

• upgrade the level of its cooperation with each
group and the society in general. 

The Company assesses the important impacts
arising from its stakeholders and the community,
in general. Details are set out in section 2.5
“Principal Influences and Opportunities” of the
“Economic Development and Corporate
Governance” Chapter.

Specific practices implemented by CORINTH
PIPEWORKS on a case-by-case basis and per group of stakeholders are recorded and presented in the
respective chapters of this Report (managing customers relations, complaint recording, internal
communication among Company staff, personnel evaluation, selection, evaluation and inspections
of suppliers, etc.).

1.6 Distinction for Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report

Since 2008, CORINTH PIPEWORKS has been applying a number of indicators to measure the impact
of Corporate Responsibility actions and accounts for these through the Corporate Responsibility and
Sustainable Development Reports in accordance with the international standards of the Global
Compact and GRI-G3 (Global Reporting Initiative). 

More specifically, CORINTH PIPEWORKS received a high performance award by the University of the
Aegean for its 2009 Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report during a special
ceremony organized in the context of the 2010 CSR Reporting Forum in November 2010.

The award for the high performance of the 2009 Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable
Development Report regarding the successful application of the international reference standard for
CSR GRI-G3 Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) is very important for CORINTH PIPEWORKS. It

18 CORINTH PIPEWORKS S.A.



acknowledges its efforts for the ongoing
improvement of performance in Corporate
Responsibility pillars and its commitment to act as
a responsible business making continuous
investments in modern business practices with
Sustainable Development as its ultimate goal.

During the last few years, the Laboratory of
Business Environmental Policy and Management of
the University of the Aegean conducts a survey to
evaluate Corporate Social Responsibility and
Sustainable Development Reports that are issued
in Greece and comply with the standard of GRI-G3
guidelines (Global Reporting Initiative).

CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY & SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT REPORT 2010 19
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2. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

During 2010, CORINTH PIPEWORKS has experienced the consequences of the sluggish activity in the
energy markets, as a result of the 2008 and 2009 global crisis. However, during the second half of
2010, there was an increase of infrastructure investments in extraction and transmission of oil and
gas, resulting in new agreements for the company, which will be executed within 2011.

In 2010 CORINTH PIPEWORKS S.A. FY 2010 consolidated turnover amounted to euro 155 million versus
euro 285.2 million in FY 2009, marking a 46% decrease. Sales in the energy sector stood at euro 135.4
million compared to euro 265.9 million in 2009, registering a 49% decrease due to the reduced
investments in energy infrastructures. In addition, despite the slackening construction activity in
Europe, the sales of hollow structural sections (beams) amounted to euro 19.6 million, displaying a
marginal increase (1.5%) compared to 2009 (euro 19.3 million), owing also to the higher price level.
It should be noted that in FY 2010 the parent company, as well as the Group were burdened by an
additional euro 2.6 million (euro 0.54 million in FY 2009) due to the “Extraordinary Social Contribution”
under law 3845/2010.

2.1 Key Financial Results

The contribution of CORINTH PIPEWORKS to the broader economy may be reflected in the so-called
Social Product it generates. The overall social product of the Company which arises from its operation
(dividends, employee salaries and benefits, payments to suppliers, tax payments) is calculated at euro
43,536 thousand for 2010. 

The Company’s basic financial results over the last 3 years include the following:

Financials of CORINTH PIPEWORKS

Financials 2008 2009 2010

Net sales (thousand  euro) 346,007 276,369 142,674

Net profit (thousand  euro) – before taxes 10,528 25,280 1,012

Equity (thousand   euro) 124,466 148,138 144,886

Net profit (thousand  euro) – after taxes 5,691 18,234 (2,484)

Income from financial investments and sales of assets (thousand  euro) 56 61 4

Operating cost (thousand  euro) 327,875 168,053 107,884

Employee salaries and benefits (thousand  euro) 20,277 16,681* 14,803

Capital payments (thousand  euro) 36,569 22,966 26,909

Total payments to governmental bodies (taxes paid) (thousand  euro) 2,638 1,885 2,122

Payments to suppliers (excl. materials and inter-company transactions) (thousand  euro) 52,677 43,439 26,611

Net earnings per share (in  euro) 0.05* 0.15* (0.02)

Government grants (euro) 0 0 0

Note: The amounts in brackets in the table above have a negative sign.
* Such details are given for 2008 and 2009 to revise last-year publications due to misprints.

Further information on the financial performance of CORINTH PIPEWORKS in 2010 is presented in the
Company's Annual Report which is available on the company website www.cpw.gr, in the Investor
Relations/ Annual Bulletins section.



2.2 Shareholder Composition

The share capital of CORINTH PIPEWORKS stands at euro 96,852,756.78 divided into 124,170,201
common registered voting shares with a nominal value of euro 0.78 each. All shares are traded on
the Athens Stock Exchange, in the Middle & Small Cap market segment (data on 31/12/2010). 

The shareholder structure of the Company on 31.12.2010 is as follows:
• 78.55% belongs to SIDENOR S.A. (main shareholder)
• 21.45%, other shareholders.

More information on the Company’s share is set out in the Annual Report 2010, the Annual Review 2010 and
the Company’s website www.cpw.gr, in the Investor Relations/ Share section. 

2.3 Corporate Governance

The appropriate business operation of
CORINTH PIPEWORKS, securing the interests
of shareholders, the compliance with all
applicable regulations and laws, as well as the
incorporation of responsible operation
practices in the Company are based on and
presuppose proper Corporate Governance.
To this effect, CORINTH PIPEWORKS complies
with international standards and implements
a corporate governance model which
includes:
• protecting shareholders rights
• clearly defining the roles of executive

staff and their selection according to
their skills and experience in corporate
governance

• transparency, integrity and respon si bi li ty in decision making
• a strong interest in social responsibility issues.

The Company’s Internal Operations Regulation, as well as the establishment and functioning of an
Internal Audit Department enhance CORINTH PIPEWORKS corporate transparency and control
mechanisms.

The Internal Operations Regulation of CORINTH PIPEWORKS, which in essence deals with the main
operations carried out within the Company, has been approved by the Company’s Board of Directors
and surpasses the relevant legislative requirements primarily concerning the obligations of companies
with listed shares.
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In implementing this system of corporate governance, the Company has adopted a series of
operating principles and practices serving three main areas, i.e. transparency, consistency and
responsibility.

2.3.1 Administration Bodies 
The main administration bodies of CORINTH PIPEWORKS, as provided for in the Company’s Corporate
Governance system, are:
• The Shareholders General Meeting and 
• The Company’s Board of Directors (BoD).

The General Meeting of CORINTH PIPEWORKS shareholders elects the Company’s Board of Directors
which consists of executive and non-executive members. 

Composition of the Board of Directors of CORINTH PIPEWORKS

Name & Surname Executive member Non-executive member Independent member

Constantinos Bakouris, Chairman √

Meletis Fikioris, Vice-chairman √

Adamantios Vasilakis, Member √

Ioannis Stavropoulos, Member √

Nikolaos Galetas, Member √ √

Αndreas Kyriazis, Member √ √
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The Company’s Board of Directors meets at regular intervals and is responsible for leading and
making decisions regarding the Company’s activities. In addition to the Company’s other business
affairs, the BoD oversees and manages responsible operation issues such as those relating to
Employee Health and Safety and Environmental Management. These issues are monitored via
BoD quarterly consolidated reports including any implemented actions and performance
indicators while heads of Company departments are invited to BoD meetings to inform its
members about the important issues concerning Occupational Health and Safety and
Environmental Management.

Additionally, the Company has stipulated the relevant procedure according to which, when it is
deemed necessary, the Company’s Quality, Environment, and Health and Safety Managers have the
ability to directly inform the BoD on:
• Quality
• Environment
• Employee Health and Safety.

During a General Meeting of shareholders, minority shareholders are offered the opportunity to
participate, express their views and communicate with the members of the Board of Directors.
The latter are assessed annually, during the Ordinary General Meeting, by the Company's
shareholders. The criteria for the aforementioned assessment relate to the performance and
activities displayed by the BoD over the previous year based mainly on the Management Report
submitted to the General Meeting. It is also worth noting that the remuneration of BoD members
is associated with the Company’s overall performance (including responsible operation issues)
without there presently being a distinct process for assessing the BoD’s responsibility and
sustainable operation.

According to the relevant procedure implemented by the Company, the criteria applying to
the election of BoD members are: 
• experience
• expertise
• university level degrees
• awards for excellence
• administrative skills
• creative ability, composition and analysis
• social recognition
• honesty.

2.3.2 Independent and non-Executive Members of Auditing Bodies

The Company’s Board of Directors consists of executive and non-executive members. According to
Article 3 of Law 3016/2002, the Company’s BoD, apart from non-executive members, must include
at least two independent members. The BoD is elected by the Shareholders General Meeting, which
also appoints the independent members. The BoD further specifies executive and non-executive
members. Independent BoD members may individually or collectively present reports other than
those of the BoD at an Ordinary or Extraordinary General Shareholders Meeting, if deemed
necessary.
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2.3.3 Audit Committee
The Company is controlled internally by a qualified independent audit team (Internal Audit
Department). Internal auditors are appointed by the Board of Directors, are independent in the
performance of their tasks and are independent of any other business unit of CORINTH PIPEWORKS.
The Internal Audit Department is elected and functions according to Law 3693/2008, consists of at
least two non-executive members and one independent, non-executive member of the Board of
Directors, one of whom is independent. Its main task is to support the Company’s Board of Directors
to fulfil its mission and ensure:
• the effectiveness of accounting and financial systems
• the auditing mechanisms of business risk management systems
• compliance with the legal and regulatory framework
• effective implementation of corporate governance principles.

2.3.4 Administrative Organization 
The productive, financial and administrative activities of CORINTH PIPEWORKS fall under the General
Division. Below is the Company’s organization chart:
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2.3.5 Avoiding Conflicts of Interests

Avoiding conflicts of interests between employees and the Company is attained by applying the principles
and procedures described in the Company’s Articles of Association and Internal Operations Regulation,
which must apply to all Company employees and the members of the Board of Directors.

Moreover, to ensure the principle of independent decision-making by CORINTH PIPEWORKS
executives in various fields of business activity, a policy has been set to prohibit the recruitment of a
person whose spouse or second-degree relative by blood or marriage works at the Company.

2.4 Risk Management

CORINTH PIPEWORKS understands its responsibility regarding both timely prevention and proper
risk management. For this reason it has established methods and practices to ensure a healthy
operating environment. 

The Company, based on the principle of prevention, operates mechanisms to monitor, assess and
manage any risks regarding its business and the current economic environment. The major risk
categories associated with CORINTH PIPEWORKS operations are as follows:
• Credit risk
• Liquidity risk
• Market risk
• Industrial risk
• Environmental / Occupational risk.

2.4.1 Industrial Risk

Operations in the industry generate various potential risks associated with production activity and
negative effects on employee Health and Safety, local community and the natural environment. 

To fully achieve the objectives set by the Company in the area of industrial risk management, strict
operational and safety criteria are applied in full compliance with all existing Greek and European
legislation. Moreover, the Company has created a comprehensive emergency response plan that
covers all possible eventualities, while working closely with local authorities and the Fire Department
for swift and effective response to potential incidents.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS risk management policies are implemented so that risks are identified and
analyzed, risk assumption limits can be set and controls can be applied. The risk management policies
and related systems are periodically reviewed to incorporate any changes in market circumstances
and Company activities. 
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2.4.2 Environmental / Occupational Risk
CORINTH PIPEWORKS, having recognized the potential impact of its operations, implements policies
and systems and makes continuous investments in the research and development of know-how
which help it achieve its objective of Sustainable Development.

In addressing the potential impact on the environment and its workforce’s health and safety, the
Company has performed all the necessary risk assessment studies required by law, and has taken
preventive measures and initiatives, by monitoring the relevant indicators (Quality, Environment,
Health and Safety) it has implemented. These indicators are monitored regularly and are
communicated to all Company levels.

Further information on risk management is set out in the 2010 Annual Report of CORINTH PIPEWORKS
which is available on the Company’s web page (section: Investor Relations / Financial Results – Financial
Reports).

2.5 Principal Influences and Opportunities

CORINTH PIPEWORKS activities have significant effects on Company stakeholders and the community
in general. The most important of these are connected to key stakeholder groups, which interact with
the Company. Human resources, shareholders, customers and the suppliers of CORINTH PIPEWORKS
are the stakeholder groups that affect and are affected, to a greater extent, by the Company. In this
context, the Company seeks further engagement with its stakeholders, while setting priorities
regarding its operation and continuous improvement.

The business environment in which CORINTH PIPEWORKS operates has become very competitive. It
seems that the global economy is slowly recovering from the recession, which has gradually led to
increased demands for energy. In addition, the rise in oil prices even before the upheaval in the Arab
world has enabled energy companies to adjust their investment plans upward and undertake
infrastructure projects involving energy resources drilling and transportation. The above trend is
reinforced by the drilling of natural gas using alternative methods (e.g. shale gas) and also by the
development of CO2 management technology. The above developments favour producers with top
know-how, such as CORINTH PIPEWORKS, given that the strictest specifications apply to steel
production and processing. It is exactly this trend which the Company tries to take advantage of and
has done so successfully to date, as demonstrated by the projects undertaken for the current and
part of the next financial year.

Moreover, reducing the Company’s environmental footprint, maintaining and improving its low
accident rate, closer collaboration with local community and increasing its positive impact on the
national economy and society at large, are priorities on which CORINTH PIPEWORKS will focus in the
near future.

Finally, Health and Safety in the workplace, the harmonious coexistence with the local community,
environmental protection and overall sustainable development continue to be non-negotiable
goals that are fully integrated in the operation of the Company. The 25th position of CORINTH
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PIPEWORKS in the Accountability Rating Greece evaluation in 2009 boosted the efforts made in
2010, which was proved by the 6th position in a relevant evaluation of the University of the Aegean
on 2009 Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainable Development Reports in accordance with
GRI-G3 guidelines.

Results of 2010 Targets – 2011 Targets

The achievement of the objectives set for 2010 is deemed satisfactory. In the context of the ongoing
efforts for improvement, the progress of the objectives set is presented while new objectives are set
for 2011.

2010 Objectives 2010 Performance

Definition and creation of a Corporate Responsibility Team within the Company. Due to a change in the Company’s General Management,
the Company’s Corporate Responsibility Team will be
specified in 2011.

Information to top executives about transparency and corruption issues. Top executives were trained in transparency and corruption
issues in 2010.

2011 Objectives

To implement actions to disseminate the Corporate Responsibility principles amid Company employees.

To support transparency-related NGO actions.
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Given its long-term presence in the Greek and international markets, CORINTH PIPEWORKS is
recognised among the most important Greek industries. Operating for over 40 years in both the
energy and construction sectors, the Company stands out for its responsible operation, driven by the
aspiration to provide high quality and safety products for oil and gas transportation projects as well
as construction projects.

3.1 Products and Services

CORINTH PIPEWORKS provides the international market with integrated solutions of high technical
specifications, focusing on quality and safety. 

3.1.1 Products
CORINTH PIPEWORKS products are used in the oil, gas and water transportation industries as well as
in construction sector and are divided into the following categories:
• Steel pipes for oil and gas transportation
• Steel Pipes for drilling oil and gas / Casing
• Steel pipes for water transportation
• Hollow Structural Sections (beams).
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Steel Pipes for Oil and Gas Transportation 
CORINTH PIPEWORKS steel pipes are the most reliable products for oil and gas transportation. The
Company manufactures pipes for the energy industry in accordance to international standards and/or
customer specifications.

Line pipes for Oil and Gas
CORINTH PIPEWORKS contributes to the energy and construction sectors at both national and
international level, as a key player. Line pipes for oil and gas are the major product group of CORINTH
PIPEWORKS, which enable the transport of oil and gas from upstream to down stream, via the
transportation network.

Line pipes are the most cost-effective way to transport oil and gas. In these cases, safety is an utmost
priority and a vital factor in view of which the know-how and experience of CORINTH PIPEWORKS
play a major role. To this effect, the Company applies a specific Quality Policy while also implementing
a Quality Management System which is certified as per the requirements of international standards
such as ISO 9001, API Q1 and ISO/TS 29001.

Steel Pipes for drilling Oil and Gas / Casing Pipes
Casing pipes are used for drilling oil and gas. CORINTH PIPEWORKS has casing pipes for oil and gas
wells. 

Steel pipes for Water Transportation
The use of steel pipes is an established method for transporting water over long distances and
distributing it to consumer centres. Hygiene is vital to transporting potable water. CORINTH
PIPEWORKS manufactures pipes for transporting water in accordance with international standards
and/or customer specifications.

Hollow Structural Sections (HSS)
Hollow structural sections (beams) are very important components in many fields of engineering
works and metal structures. CORINTH PIPEWORKS produces hollow structural sections under the SD
HSS EXTRA brand name incorporating innovative features which are unique worldwide.

Further information on the products of CORINTH PIPEWORKS is given in the Company’s webpage
www.cpw.gr, in the “Products” section. 

3.1.2 Services
The main services provided by CORINTH PIPEWORKS to the Greek and international markets are
summed up as follows:
• internal and external coating of pipes manufactured by other pipe mills
• pipe storage
• supply of pipes or subcontracting of pipe coating outside the product range of CORINTH

PIPEWORKS to approved contractors concerning major projects, thus providing integrated
solutions

• combined transportation, including loading & unloading, sea/rail and road transportation.
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3.2 The presence of CORINTH PIPEWORKS on the Market 

CORINTH PIPEWORKS is amongst the most important steel pipe producers internationally and is
primarily an export Company. Specifically, it exports 93% of its turnover to the very demanding
energy markets of the USA, Europe, the Middle East and North Africa, thus making a significant
contribution to Greece's trade balance. In 2010, the exports of CORINTH PIPEWORKS amounted to
euro 132,629 million, of which euro 99,422 million was registered to third countries and euro 33,207
million to EU Member States. 

CORINTH PIPEWORKS main groups of customers include:
• Multinational energy companies
• National – State owned oil and gas companies
• Oil and gas distributors
• EPC contractors and trading houses.
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With production facilities in Greece and Russia, offices in the USA, Cyprus, Poland, the United Arab
Emirates and Algeria, the CORINTH PIPEWORKS Group exports high quality products and services to
40 countries worldwide.

Country Project Scope of work - implementation
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USA

TUNISIA

THE
NETHERLANDS

ALGERIA

ALGERIA

EGYPT

CROATIA

BULGARIA

AZERBAIJAN

SAUDI 
ARABIA

YEMEN

Pascagoula expansion
pipeline

STEG pipeline

Β13 to A12 platform
pipeline (Chevron)

El Merk pipeline, phases 3
and 4

El Merk pipeline, phase 2

Edeco El Maadia pipeline
(Gasco)

Gospic to Bencovac pipeline
(Plinacro)

Kaliakra to Galata pipeline 

Socar

Saudi Aramco

OMV Yemen

Line-pipe for gas transportation
20km-long and 26’’-diameter

Line-pipe for gas transportation crossing Gabes town
100km-long, 20’’-diameter

Offshore line-pipe for gas transportation between platform B13 and platform A12
24km-long, 16’’-diameter 

Gas transportation line-pipe in the El Merk region, Southeast Algeria
Phases 3 and 4 include:
A. A 22km-long, 10’’-diameter pipe for gas transportation 
B. A 55km-long, 14’’-diameter pipe for gas transportation 
C. A 55km-long, 18’’-diameter pipe for gas transportation 

Gas and oil transportation line-pipe in the El Merk region, Southeast Algeria
Phase 2 includes: 
A. An 160km-long, 18’’-diameter line-pipe for LNG transportation 
A. An 160km-long, 16’’-diameter line-pipe for LNG transportation 
C. A 70km-long, 20’’-diameter line-pipe for oil transportation

Line-pipe for gas transportation on behalf of Gasco gas corporation in the Alexandria region
13km-long, 20’’-diameter 

Line-pipe for gas transportation on behalf of Plinacro Gas Co from Gospic to Benkoc, in the
Dalmatia region 90km-long, 20’’-diameter 

A 15km-long and 10’’-diameter offshore gas line-pipe from the drilling area in Kaliakra to the gas
warehousing facilities in Galata

15km-long and 24’’-diameter offshore gas transportation line-pipe in the Caspian Sea from the
drilling area in Chirag to the Sangacha terminal station 

90km-long and 18’’-diameter casing pipes for oil and gas drillings

130km-long and 16’’-diameter oil transportation line-pipe between Al Uqlah region and Safez
region in Yemen.

3. THE MARKET

3.2.1 Investments
Equally important is the Company’s contribution to the National Economy, since within the frame of
continuous investment accomplishes considerable investments on an annually basis. In 2010,
investments totalling euro 927,330 thousand were realized in Greece.
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3.3 Product Quality - Certifications

The manufacture and provision of top quality and safety products and services are a strategic option
for CORINTH PIPEWORKS. To this effect, the Company has established and applies a Quality Policy
while also implementing a Quality Management System which is certified as per the requirements of
ISO 9001, API Q1 and ISO/TS 29001.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS Quality Policy

• Our goal is to fully satisfy the expectations of our customers with quality products.
• Quality and quality improvement are the responsibility and ultimate goal of all staff from senior

management to junior employees.
• Our instructions, procedures, systems and objectives are based on requirements contained in

international standards, customer expectations, our knowledge and experience. The foundation
of our quality policy is not only our acknowledgement of these instructions and procedures but
also our compliance to them.

• Quality means doing things right from the beginning in order to avoid failure at the end. The
continuous improvement of process quality reduces expenses and increases productivity.

• Avoiding failure is more important than eliminating defects. We apply systematic methods and
tools for proactive quality assurance.

• Our suppliers contribute significantly to the quality of our products and services; we must
therefore assure they meet the same high quality standards we have adopted.

In order to manufacture quality products, a rigorous quality control of each product is conducted
throughout all production stages while a quality label is affixed on all Company products. Examples
of certifications and labelling used on CORINTH PIPEWORKS products are given below.

Products Quality Laboratory Quality Management System

• API – Spec 5CT Certification in accordance with ELOT EN ISO / IEC • TUV EN 764 – 5 (AD 2000-Merkblatt W0) 

• API - Spec 5L 17025 by the National Accreditation System • TUV ISO 3834 – 2 (AD 2000-Merkblatt HP0)

• DNV - EN 10219-1 • API Q1

• API-ISO TS 29001

• ISO 9001:2008

3.3.1 Responsible Informing
CORINTH PIPEWORKS has adopted the Hellenic Code of Advertising-Communication that has been
developed by the Advertising Self Regulatory Council and ensures that the principles contained
therein are complied with in all advertising campaigns and promotional activities.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS produces the vast majority of its products in compliance with high technical
specifications for large international corporations in the oil and gas drilling, exploitation and
transportation sectors. Thus, a considerable number of technical dossiers containing processes and
testing certificates are attached to the Company’s products.
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Type of information YES NO

Data collection for the product or service X

Content, especially for substances that may have 

environmental or social impact X

Safe use of the product or service X

Disposal of the product and environmental / social impacts X

All (100%) products and services offered by the Company are covered and assessed for compliance
to laws and regulatory requirements concerning the information that must accompany them in order
to provide responsible data. 

In 2010, like in the previous years, there were no incidents of non-compliance with laws, general
regulations and codes regarding communication and marketing actions or the information that must
accompany products/ services and their labelling.

3.4 Research and Development of New Technologies

CORINTH PIPEWORKS’ continuous goal and objective is to develop research and technology for the
quality control of products, thereby improving its product range. This is why the Company takes an
active part in various international research programs and cooperates with international research
institutions. Here are some examples of the main research institutions and research programs the
Company is involved with:

3. THE MARKET
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Institution /
Research program Scope of participation

EPRG (European Pipeline
Research Group)

TWI (The Welding Institute)

Integrity Assessment of Skelp – End
Welds in Spiral Pipes (JIP/SEW).

The use of Spiral Wound Linepipe for
offshore applications (JIP/DNV).

European Research Program on the
Investigation of the Structural
Integrity of Buried Steel Linepipes
(GIPIPE).

EPRG (European Pipeline Research Group) consists of the largest pipe producers and pipeline users (oil
and gas companies). The Group participates in the outlining of large common research programs in all
current fields of interest at international level through its collaboration with equivalent organizations
in America (PRCI) and Australia (APIA).

The activities of EPRG research groups focus on:
• Existing pipelines: management and mitigation of the threats of leaks and failures during service

– due, for example, to corrosion, mechanical impact, or load cycling of defects;
• New pipelines: development of effective material specifications and performance standards;
• Expansion of the European gas grid: the growing requirements for long-distance transportation

from remote gas fields require the application of higher strength steels and the utilisation of
advanced design methods.

The Company receives information about the most important scientific events in the welding
technology area and also about major industrial projects.

Τhe JIP / SEW program began in September 2008 and focuses on the production of submerged arc
welding – helical pipes. Those involved in the programme include research centres, fuel transportation
pipe users and pipe manufacturers. The program aims to establish quality criteria, adherence to which
will allow the use of the section of the pipe which contains the transversal seam from the joining of
two successive hoops during the production process of SAWH pipes.

The JIP/DNV program began in May 2009 and is coordinated by the DET NORSKE VERITAS (USA)
(DNV) organization with the participation of research centres, pipe users and manufacturers, pipe
producers and steel suppliers. The program aims to establish criteria, adherence to which will
allow the safe use of SAWH pipes in the construction of offshore pipelines up to a relatively small
depth. The Company participated in the first phase of the program, which related to gathering
requirement specifications, scientific articles and statistical data from pipe production, the
assessment of such material, creation of models, etc. During 2010, the Company produced specially
designed SAWH pipes to meet the needs of a full-scale buckling simulation test in the DNV research
centre in Norway.

The GIPIPE European Research Program was submitted and approved by the European Commission
in December 2010. This three-year program is coordinated by the University of Thessalia (Greece)
and will explore the mechanical behaviour and structural integrity of underground steel pipes that
are subjected to permanent soil pressures caused by earthquakes, surface sliding and shifts due to
drilling activities, making use of advanced experimental techniques and numerical simulations.
The ultimate goal of GIPIPE is to develop a full series of design and operating instructions for
underground steel pipes in high risk areas due to seismic activity (such as Greece) or other type of
soil movements.



In 2010, CORINTH PIPEWORKS participated in the International Pipeline Conference where it
presented three articles on high added value innovative products. Specifically:

• The first presentation addressed the development/ upgrade of the plant for the production of
steel pipes with a wall thickness of up to 25mm through the use of the HFW technique, which is a
global innovation.

• The second presentation related to the technical challenges of producing heavy-wall pipes by
means of high frequency induction welding for the Bord Gais Eireann project. 

• The third presentation related to the gas pipeline (270 miles) constructed with pipes produced
by CORINTH PIPEWORKS and currently operating in the U.S. Results from measurements of pipe
yield strength and its relationship, if any, to pipeline expansion measurements were also
presented.

3.5 Managing Customer Relations

CORINTH PIPEWORKS customer satisfaction is a core element of its business strategy. Driven by the
need to continuously improve the products and services it provides, the Company records their
satisfaction rate and puts procedures to record their demands into practice. The criteria according to
which CORINTH PIPEWORKS customer satisfaction is evaluated are divided into the following
categories:
• Product quality 
• Delivery time 
• Relative value 
• Quality of communication 
• Health and Safety – Environmental Policy 
• Documentation quality 
• Overall impressions

Results of customer satisfaction survey (scale: 1-5)

Category Evaluation score 2009 Evaluation score 2010

Quality 4.9 4.9

Delivery time 4.3 4.3

Relative value 3.9 4.0

Quality of communication 4.8 4.8

Health and Safety – Environmental Policy 4.9 4.9

Documentation 4.4 4.5

Overall impressions 4.5 4.5

Overall Rating (Average) 4.6 4.6
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3.5.1 Managing Complaints
CORINTH PIPEWORKS views the complaints that may be filed by customers as an opportunity to
improve and re-design processes, whenever deemed necessary. In this context, the Company records
any potential complaints and further implements a specific management process.

Complaints of customers per category 2008 2009 2010

Commercial issues 2 2 0

Quality 3 0 0

Transportation 0 2 0

TOTAL 5 4 0

As a result of the Company’s persistent efforts for improvement and quality service, in 2010 no
complaint was submitted by any CORINTH PIPEWORKS customer. 

3.6 Supplies

As one of the largest Greek industries, CORINTH PIPEWORKS can considerably influence its suppliers.
Aiming to boost its cooperation with local community and strengthen its economy, the Company
seeks to cooperate with local suppliers and contractors wherever this is possible (close to the Thisvi
plant and in the broader area of the Prefecture of Viotia). Specifically in 2010, of the 967 suppliers
employed by the Company, 131 originated from the local market.

3.6.1 Evaluation of suppliers

For CORINTH PIPEWORKS, supplies are an extremely important sector since the quality of raw
materials considerably affects the quality of end products. This is why CORINTH PIPEWORKS carefully
selects the suppliers with whom it will cooperate and as regards its domestic suppliers it applies a
specific, multi-criteria evaluation procedure in their selection. In the context of this procedure, data
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is collected about every potential supplier who is further evaluated according to specific criteria.
These include, among others, Environmental, Health and Safety topics, with the aim to exerting
indirect influence on suppliers so that they gradually improve their Corporate Responsibility practices.
Below are some examples of supplier evaluation criteria:
• Adequate infrastructure (, buildings and equipment)
• Competence and expertise of technical staff
• Extent and quality of clientele
• Experience in the market and broad scope of works
• Quality of raw materials
• Quality, adequacy, speed and consistency in order delivery
• Price competitiveness
• Certified Quality Management System in place
• Certified Environmental Management System in place
• Certified Employee Health & Safety Management System in place.

Moreover, as provided for by the procedure implemented by the Company, suppliers/subcontractors
may be evaluated in at least one of the following ways:
• Inspection of their facilities
• Inspection upon product delivery or service application
• Trial ordering and use of their materials/ services
• Certification of Company quality system through an internationally acknowledged standard for

quality system certification (e.g. API, ISO, etc.).

Regarding the supplies of materials and various chemicals, the Company asks its suppliers to record
such materials as stipulated by the European Regulation REACH (Registration, Evaluation,
Authorization, and Restriction of Chemicals).

Results of 2010 Objectives – 2011 Objectives
The ultimate goal of CORINTH PIPEWORKS is to improve continuously and, thus, sets the relevant
objectives each year while also evaluating the performance/ attainment of last year’s objectives.

2010 Objectives 2010 Performance

Further support to local suppliers and their selection and integration See section 3.6 Supplies.
in the Company’s supply chain.

Maintaining the high level for services and products based on the results See section 3.5 Managing Customer Relations.

from the customer satisfaction annual survey.

2011 Objectives

To inform local suppliers about the Company’s Corporate Responsibility issues.

To maintain the top level of services so as to prevent any complaints submitted to the Company by customers.
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CORINTH PIPEWORKS employees are one of the most valuable assets for its successful business
performance. The quality of its products and services is directly linked with the level and performance
of its employees and for this reason CORINTH PIPEWORKS applies a number of selection, evaluation,
training, reward and development procedures. Concurrently, the Company takes steps to ensure a
healthy and safe work environment, free of discrimination, offering equal opportunities and respect
for human rights.

4.1 Employee Code of Conduct and Values 

CORINTH PIPEWORKS has an Employee Code of Values and Conduct, the implementation of which is
mandatory for all employees across its range of activities and Company hierarchy. This Code describes
the main principles and rules governing the Company’s Internal Operations Regulation and can be
summed up as follows: 
• Employee Quality: teamwork, respect towards colleagues
• Contribution to the local community
• Protection of the local community’s environmental and cultural resources
• Respect for the environment
• Accountability, honesty and respect towards customers
• Protection of human rights
• Respect for human values: no discrimination
• Confidentiality of personal data
• Protecting the Company’s interests, reputation and property.

4.1.1 Human Resources Policy
A specific procedure, which is based on the Company’s Internal Operations Regulation, has been
established and applied in order to attract and select personnel. This procedure aims to implement
an objective methodology to employee selection and recruitment. 
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CORINTH PIPEWORKS Human Resources Policy
Company policy consists of attracting highly competent personnel, in order to meet its needs promptly
and in the best possible way, to establish objective criteria for evaluation and selection, as well as
ensuring merit-based, irreproachable and transparent recruitment procedures.

4.2 Human Resources Organisation

CORINTH PIPEWORKS is a key employer providing significant employment and development
opportunities. The production activities of CORINTH PIPEWORKS are located in Viotia and, thus, the
Company makes a significant contribution to decentralization and boosts local employment.

Employee Data 2008 2009 2010

Male 476 416 380

Female 43 42 42

Departures (e.g. retirement, contract termination) 63 69 42

Hires 75 4 6

Employee Total 519 458 422

CORINTH PIPEWORKS seeks to meet a large part of its needs for human resources from the local
community in which it operates, aiming at ensuing mutual benefits. As a result, 90.3% of its employees
originate from the broader Viotia area. 

It is worth noting that although overall human resources were reduced by 18.7% between 2008 and
2010, the absolute number of women remained almost the same with the participation of women
rising from 8.3% in 2008 to 10% in 2010.
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4.2.1 Job Positions
The Company promotes equal opportunities for men and women and encourages the participation
of women in its human resources. However, the participation of men is increased due to the nature
of the Company’s activities (industry).

Gender Male Female Total

Board of Directors 6 0 6

Managers 5 0 5

Senior Executives 24 4 28

Others 345 38 383

Total 380 42 422

The tables below present data regarding the Company’s human resources per position/rank and in
terms of the distribution of gender, age, employee mobility, etc.

Employee allocation per position/rank 2008 2009 2010

Senior Executives 73 71 70

Blue and White collar employees 446 387 352

Employee Total 519 458 422

Total departures per gender, region and age 

Year Gender, Region 18-25 25-40 40-50 50+

2010 Male 2 19 10 8

Female 0 1 2 0

Attica 0 1 2 2

Viotia 2 19 10 6

Total 2 20 12 8

2009 Male 7 37 11 9

Female 3 0 2 0

Attica 0 0 0 1

Viotia 10 37 13 8

Total 10 37 13 9

2008 Male 5 34 12 9

Female 1 1 0 1

Attica 0 1 0 1

Viotia 6 34 12 9

Total 6 35 12 10



Breakdown of departures 2008 2009 2010

Dismissals 25 51 33

Contract termination 3 6 0

Resignations 35 12 6

Retirement 0 0 3

Total 63 69 42

CORINTH PIPEWORKS is constantly seeking to improve its internal organization and achieves this
objective by employing staff characterized by professionalism, a high sense of responsibility and team
spirit. Six employees were recruited in 2010, two of whom are from the Viotia region.

Total recruitments per gender, region and age

Year Gender, Region 18-25 25-40 40-50 50+

2010 Male 0 4 1 0

Female 0 0 1 0

Attica 0 3 1 0

Viotia 0 1 1 0

Total 0 4 2 0

2009 Male 1 0 1 1

Female 0 1 0 0

Attica 0 0 0 1

Viotia 1 1 1 0

Total 1 1 1 1

2008 Male 11 35 16 6

Female 1 4 2 0

Attica 0 2 2 0

Viotia 12 37 16 6

Total 12 39 18 6

Note that the Company has never employed persons below 18 years of age. No incident of child
or forced labour was registered in 2010 or in the previous years. The Company is opposed to child
labour and fully implements existing national legislation on child labour. Moreover, the procedures
stipulated in the Internal Operations Regulation on personnel recruitment are adhered to and,
thus, the necessary supporting documents securing legal work for the Company in terms of age
are requested.
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4.2.2 Collective Labour Agreements
All CORINTH PIPEWORKS personnel (100%) have concluded collective labour agreements and in their
vast majority are full-time employees with an indefinite-term labour agreement. The policy applied
by CORINTH PIPEWORKS regarding collective labour agreements is transparent and based on the
belief that a trustworthy and safe work environment generates mutual benefits for both employees
and employer.

Personnel per type of employment and labour agreement 2008 2009 2010

Employee Total 519 458 422

Collective labour agreement 519 458 422

Non-collective labour agreement 0 0 0

Indefinite-term employment contract 489 456 421

Fixed-term employment contract 30 2 1

Seasonal employees 4 4 0

Full-time employees 519 456 418

Part-time employees 0 2 4

4.2.3 Additional Benefits

Whilst fulfilling by far all the legal prerequisites regarding employee benefits, CORINTH PIPEWORKS
provides its staff with additional benefits. Thus, the Company enhances the feeling of its employees
that they are rewarded, consolidates its reputation as an employer and succeeds in retaining its
competent executives. Examples include the following: 
• Loans and financial facilitations, according to corporate policy
• Staff transportation via company means
• Financial assistance in exceptional personal or family circumstances, beyond the amount covered

by insurance contributions
• Life - Health insurance and out-of-hospital coverage for executives
• Life Insurance and hospitalization cover for other staff
• Executive staff savings plan
• Provision of housing and company car, according to Company Policy.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS provides its executives with incentives for savings. Employee participation is
optional and indefinite. By way of example, in 2010 it amounted to euro 13,747.04, namely it
corresponds to 29% of the total amount, while 71% was paid by the Company. 

Finally, wishing to support its employees and their families, the Company implements group insurance
schemes (medical care and indemnity), preventive check-ups, blood bank, financial aid when need
arises, etc.



Support programmes Education / Consulting Risk prevention / Blood 
for serious diseases Training services control bank

Program beneficiaries Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Employees √ √ √ √

Employees’ families √ √ √ √

Members of the community √ √ √ √

Note also that the above benefits are paid to all employees since there is no discrimination in benefits
according to the type of labour agreement.

4.2.4 Internal Communication

Communication between Management and the workforce is achieved via newsletters on bulletin
boards that are found throughout the workplaces. Regarding the communication between
Management and the rest of the human resources (executives, office staff ), this is carried out via
announcements on the corporate intranet.

Moreover, the Company seeks the continuous communication between Management and employees
and for this reason the Company implements an ‘open door policy’, whereby Management is always
willing to accept and discuss staff-related issues.

4.2.5 Equal Opportunities

Respect for internationally acknowledged human rights is a core principle for CORINTH PIPEWORKS
and there is a specific reference in the Code of Values and Conduct of the Company’s Employees. In
this context, the Company seeks to secure a working environment of equal opportunities, excluding
and condemning any form of discrimination. As a result, employee evaluation and rewards within
the Company is based solely on objective criteria related exclusively to performance. No incident of
discrimination or relevant complaint was reported to the Company in 2010 or in previous years.
Moreover, no wage discrimination is made between men and women or other minorities in the same
job positions.

The Company employs staff from different ethnic minorities or ethnic origin. In 2010 it employed 5
persons from India. 

4.3 Employee Evaluation

Aiming to control the performance and boost the career of employees through fair and objective
criteria, the Company implements a staff evaluation system. According to this system, the
performance of employees in their tasks and objectives can be measured through procedures based
on cooperation and participation.
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4.3.1 Evaluation System
The Company’s evaluation system aims to:
• reward good professional performance
• encourage efforts to improve performance following agreement on training and development

programs
• take advantage of employee skills through the balance between personal and professional goals
• help personnel advance by planning their careers
• promote professional rivalry among employees
• improve communication and cooperation between evaluated persons and evaluator.

Personnel evaluation 2008 2009 2010

Evaluated employees 147 162 197

Employee Total 519 458 422

% of total 28.3% 35.4% 46.7%

Evaluated employees with access to the results of their evaluation 100% 100% 100%

The evaluation is achieved through dialogue with those involved, during which staff career
development plans for each employee are also mapped out. Given that the primary goal of the
evaluation system is to help employees improve their performance, every employee who has been
evaluated has access to the results of their evaluation.

The target-setting and performance evaluation system implemented by the Company offers the
following advantages:

• familiarise themselves with their work objectives
• evaluate their performance themselves and pinpoint areas for

improvement
• report their educational needs
• discuss career planning issues.

• understand the needs and problems of subordinates
• build better relationships with employees
• objectively assess every employee's contribution to the Company
• prevent and address potential employee problems
• motivate their subordinates.

• benefit from the concerted efforts and synergies
• provide support for improved performance
• nurture a mentality of responsibility and meritocracy.

Employees
have the
opportunity 
to:

Department
heads have 
the
opportunity 
to:

The Company
has the
opportunity
to: 



4.4 Training

The Company encourages the continuous personal and professional advancement of its employees
which is reinforced considerably by training and lifelong learning. At the same time, through training,
the Company aims and attains: 
• specialization of employees in the scope of their work and understanding of such work
• raised awareness about Health, Safety and Environment issues
• restriction of failures or downtime throughout the production process
• enhanced employee performance
• consistent production and working plan.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS constantly provides its employees with the opportunity to participate in a
number of training courses implemented within and outside the Company. For the implementation
of the above, a specific procedure is applied which identifies all stages from diagnosing training
needs to evaluating the program (seminar and gained knowledge). Moreover, employees are able
to take part in conferences and meetings of a training or informative nature. In 2010, the Company
took steps to ensure that approximately 80% of its employees participated in at least one training
course.

Year Employee Total Number Total Average 
category number of trained training annual

of employees employees hours training
per category

2010 Executives 70 22 416 10.7

Blue and White collar employees 352 313 4,548 11.9

Employee Total 422 335 4,964 11.8

2009 Executives 71 21 338 16.10

Blue and White collar employees 387 232 3,376 14.55

Employee Total 458 253 3,714 14.67

2008 Executives 73 6 166 27.67

Blue and White collar employees 446 198 2,099 10.60

Employee Total 519 204 2,265 11.10

The table below shows the number of training courses and the relevant employee training work-
hours over the last three years

Training indicators 2008 2009 2010

Courses held 101 106 82

Education work-hours (participation x hours) 4,485 4,723 5,527

Amount spent on training (in thousand euro) 63,843 65,856 89,270
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The table below shows training themes and the relevant training hours over the last three years.

Training hours per theme 2008 2009 2010

Quality 406 1,375 1,633
Health & Safety 560 1,440 1,563
Information Technology 518 158 99
Management 613 485 319
Technical 168 256 1,350
Total 2,265 3,714 4,964

Training on Transparency
In 2010, the Company provided seven executives with the opportunity to attend a training seminar
regarding transparency and how to tackle various forms of corruption. CORINTH PIPEWORKS
opposes any type of corruption and practices that are not governed by the principles of
transparency.

4.4.1 On-the-job Training 
In order to boost Research and Development, the Company cooperates with various Greek and
international Research and Training Institutes. Every year, students from the mechanical engineering
- metallurgy department of the National Technical University of Athens (NTUA) visit the Company’s
plant in the Thisvi Industrial Zone in the context of their on-the-job training. Moreover, CORINTH
PIPEWORKS accepted a student from the Chemical Engineering Department of the University of Patras
for a two-month on-the-job training at its facilities. The aforementioned student lives permanently
in the municipality of Thisvi. Her on-the-job-training included:
• training & information about the plant’s operation
• 2 research programs whose results were presented at the end of the on-the-job training.

Results of 2010 Objectives – 2011 Objectives
The achievement of the objectives set for 2010 is deemed satisfactory and successful. In the context
of the ongoing efforts for improvement, the progress of the objectives set is presented while new
objectives are set for 2011.

2010 Objectives 2010 Performance

Increase the hours of internal training for all Company In 2010, 335 employees were trained as a whole (25% increase in relation 
staff, both on occupational health and safety and other to 2009). 82 training courses with a total duration of 5,527 training 
matters concerning the Company’s activities. work-hours were provided, of which 1,563 concerned Occupational Health 

and Safety (for more information, please see Section 4.4 Training).

2011 Objectives

To plan and implement actions that will bolster internal communication between Management and Human Resources.
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5. Occupational Health
and Safety



Occupational Health and Safety is an utmost priority for CORINTH PIPEWORKS. The commitment of
CORINTH PIPEWORKS Management to ensure a healthy and safe working environment has led to
continuous improvement of performance in this area. On an annual basis, significant investments are
made in securing Employee Health and Safety while the Company takes steps which go beyond the
employees and partners involved in its operations.

Health and Safety Principles of CORINTH PIPEWORKS 

The Company’s Health and Safety Policy is based on the following principles:
• All accidents and occupational diseases can be prevented through the implementation of correct

precautions
• All supervisors are responsible for accident prevention
• Safe conduct at work is an employment requirement with the Company
• Training employees regarding safety at work is essential and necessary
• A key task for supervisors is to verify compliance with safe work standards through regular

inspections of workplaces
• All accidents and near-misses should be immediately and thoroughly investigated
• The prevention of occupational accidents and diseases is beneficial for the Company, its employees

and society in general
• All employees should participate in the efforts to improve safety.

The commitment of CORINTH PIPEWORKS to secure a healthy and safe work environment is
reflected in the Health and Safety Policy, which it has adopted and it is proven by the
Occupational Health and Safety Management System that implements and is certified according
to OHSAS 18001. It should be noted that the successful performance of the Company in this area
is largely due to the involvement of all employees and their responsible attitude toward
Occupational Health and Safety issues.

Based on its Health and Safety Policy, the Company:
• Sets the primary and continuing goal to achieve the highest level of Health & Safety for all its

activities aiming at zero accidents
• Supports the allocation of all necessary resources (financial, human, organisational, etc.) in order

to achieve this level
• Acknowledges that the promotion of Health and Safety is a best business practice and is therefore

committed to its continuous improvement
• Commits to comply with all relevant legislation and apply the highest standards in Health and

Safety
• Identifies Health and Safety as a key criterion for evaluating and making any business decision
• Assigns the highest priority to accident prevention and the control of hazardous acts and

conditions before they occur
• Acknowledges the paramount importance of the human factor in Health and Safety and ensures

the continuous updating and upgrading of the Company's human resources in this area
• Supports the active participation of the Company’s entire workforce, regardless of job position,

in an effort to upgrade its performance in the field of Health and Safety
• Seeks to promote a Safety culture in all Company activities, including the activities of associated

companies, contractors, etc.
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5.1 Investments and Operating Expenses in Health and Safety

The Company’s solid commitment to continuously improve its performance in Health and Safety is
proven through its investment plan which aims to eliminate and control eventual hazards, upgrade
working conditions and prevent accidents. In 2010, total expenses on Health and Safety exceeded
euro 306,877 and are presented in the table below per category.

Health and Safety Expenditures (in euro)

2007 2008 2009 2010

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 128,406 136,353 92,802 77,389

Fire safety (maintenance / upgrading of fire-protection equipment) 49,826 59,835 16,277 17,132

Medical Service and Health Monitoring 42,222 57,157 57,842 46,354

Personnel training in Health, Safety and Environment issues 10,640 23,352 13,668 13,248

Cost of the Health, Safety and Environment department 45,000 45,000 53,319 53,319

Advisory services 10,810 19,590 7,425 7,650

Projects for upgrading safety 8,523 19,803 35,738 41,300

Projects for cleaning areas 148,012 163,211 76,016 50,485

Total 443,439 524,301 353,087 306,877

5.2 Health & Safety Management System

Aiming at the integrated management of issues
related to Occupational Health and Safety,
CORINTH PIPEWORKS has been implementing an
Occupational Health and Safety Management
System which is certified as per OHSAS 18001:2007
over the past 10 years.

In the context of this system, a series of
procedures is implemented through which all
important Occupational Health and Safety
issues are managed and the Company’s
performance is steadily improved. A Health and
Safety Council has been established to
undertake the integrated management of
employee Health and Safety, with the
participation of all plant supervisors (Managers,
heads of departments, engineers). The group consists of 18 employees who are competent to
manage Health and Safety issues and also to ensure continuous improvement in this field. In
addition, every year, the Company develops and implements a number of action plans to reduce
accidents, monitor and/ or eliminate risks, enhance the work environment and improve overall
performance in Health and Safety. Below are presented some of the plans implemented during
2010 or underway since 2009:
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• Program for the continuous improvement of facilities and work environment
• Employee prevention and health monitoring program
• Prevention programs for employee safety which include:

- Publication of procedures, instructions and other materials on safety
- Internal security inspections and visits
- Use of personal protective equipment (PPE)

• Safety and health training for employees
• Working Conditions Monitoring Program which includes a number of measurements for

monitoring Working Conditions. Measurements are carried out with respect to noise, lighting,
airborne particles, non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation, ionizing radiation and the quality of
drinking water.

• Risk Assessment and Management Program which concerns the update of the occupational risk
assessment study, the design of control and/or elimination measures for identified risks and the
implementation and planning of such measures. The program is implemented in parallel with the
aforementioned continuous improvement program.

The Company also promotes the prevention of accidents at work, emphasizing the contribution of
each employee to the implementation of safety rules to safeguard their personal health and safety
and that of their colleagues and all external partners, visitors, etc.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS fully abides by all relevant legislative requirements and standards while seeking
to improve its performance beyond legal requirements. The Company’s performance in the Health
and Safety area is monitored and measured on an ongoing basis in order to take steps to attain
continuous improvement and eliminate accidents and their potential effects.
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5.3 Health and Safety Programs

5.3.1 Continuous Improvement Program

In addition to the investment plan implemented on an annual basis to resolve specific issues,
CORINTH PIPEWORKS also implements a Continuous Improvement Program that is part of the plant’s
everyday practice. The program aims at the continuous upgrading of facilities (improved access,
movement of personnel, material management, etc.), the resolving of everyday problems, facility
maintenance, etc.

The program makes use of all sources which can offer suggestions for specific interventions and
improvements as follows:
• The plant’s occupational risk assessment study
• The daily inspections carried out by the Health, Safety and Environment Department at the plant’s

facilities
• The scheduled or unexpected plant inspections carried out by executives in the context of the

Occupational Health and Safety Management System
• Suggestions by external observers (customers, inspectors, etc.)
• Staff suggestions, which now constitute the majority of proposals for improvement.

5.3.2 Employee Prevention and Health Monitoring Program

Based on the prevention principle, CORINTH PIPEWORKS takes care of its employees’ Health through
the following actions:

Employee Health Monitoring

Employee health monitoring is carried out at the Company's facilities through the operation of a clinic.
The latter has the necessary equipment to deal with emergencies and provide instant medical
assistance to employees. Specific checkups are carried out in the clinic (hearing and sight testing,
etc.) by the Occupational Health Doctor. The doctor offers medical consultations and also carries out
periodic vaccination programs.

Preventive Medical Checkups

In addition to the check-ups carried out internally, employees can have thorough check-ups at
external diagnostic centres. In 2010, 234 employees received a health check-up and the program will
be extended in 2011.

Blood Bank

Since 2002, the Company has operated a blood bank and implements a voluntary blood donation
program on its premises to meet the needs of employees and their families. For this purpose, a mobile
blood donation unit from the General Public Hospital visits Company premises.

In 2010, a blood donation was held twice at the Thisvi plant and once at the Company's headquarters in
Athens. In 2010, 100 employees participated to the cause compared to only 45 in 2009 (55% increase).
From 2002 to date, 119 Company people have benefited from the blood bank.
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5.3.3 Prevention Program for Employee Safety

Within the framework of the Health and Safety Management System and regarding prevention for
employee safety, the Company has issued:
• Workplace Safety Guidelines, which include basic safety standards for each task. These are available

to all Company staff
• A Health, Safety and Environmental Guide, which contains essential advice and best practices on

safety which is distributed to everyone upon recruitment
• Instructions and obligations for plant visitors which outline security issues
• Contractors' obligations for safety, so that they comply with CORINTH PIPEWORKS requirements

and apply the Company principles on Health and Safety. The compliance of contractors is a
necessary prerequisite for cooperation with the Company.

The above material is constantly updated and expanded so as to improve the coverage of all
Occupational Health and Safety issues accordingly. An extensive revision and update program of all
plant Workplace Safety Guidelines was completed in 2010 and was accompanied by the respective
training program.

Prevention programs for employee safety implemented by the Company include:
• Internal security inspections and visits: To secure the successful implementation of the Safety

Management System, controls and inspections on premises, equipment, working procedures and
practices are conducted on ongoing regular basis, the results of which are forwarded to the
Company’s Continuous Improvement Program. Implementation of the inspection program for
2010 saw a considerable rise in the number of internal inspections and generated significant
positive results for the Continuous Improvement Program.
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• Use of personal protective equipment (PPE): The Company ensures the selection, supply and
use of all necessary Personal Protective Equipment, providing employees with maximum
security in terms of equipment. Regarding PPE, the program implemented within the Company
includes:
- training staff on the manner and need to use PPE
- detailed recording of the PPE necessary for every job position (in the relevant workplace safety

guideline) which is then recorded accordingly
- continuous upgrading of PPE in order to improve the protection offered and reduce any

disturbance that may be caused.

5.4  Training in Health & Safety Issues

Continuous improvement of the Company's performance in Health and Safety may be attained only if
the participation of all employees is ensured and if a safe working mindset is developed, in strict
compliance with safety rules. To this effect, the Company carries out an extensive training program every
year to inform and raise the awareness of employees in occupational health and safety.

Year Number of courses Participating employees Total hours of training

2007 8 88 1,360

2008 20 180 1,616

2009 39 311 2,196

2010 33 380 1,753

The training program includes a number of theme sections which cover a wide array of subject-
matters in the Health and Safety area while the most specialized knowledge is provided in line with
the working activities of each group of trainees. 

The training program, amongst others, includes:
• Training in First Aid and how to deal with accidents: In cooperation with the respective department

of the Greek Red Cross, the Company provides First Aid training to staff. Over 100 employees have
already been trained while the program is repeated annually

• In-house training on Workplace Safety Guidelines: this is specialised training, since it concerns a
specific work position each time. It offers the opportunity to analyze the requirements of the
position in depth. Beyond the dissemination of knowledge, it is also useful as an internal
consultation and participation tool for continuous improvement

• Executive training: In addition to staffs' personal development, the program contributes to the
assumption of personal responsibility for Safety management and the upgrading of participation
in improvement-oriented efforts.
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5.5  Health and Safety Performance Indicators

In the sensitive Occupational Health and Safety area, CORINTH PIPEWORKS aims to minimize
occupational accidents and continue to have no occupational diseases recorded or presented among
its personnel.

Furthermore, the Company fully complies with the relevant legal provisions and applies
procedures anticipated by law for recording and reporting occupational accidents and diseases
(KEPEK - Centre for the Prevention of Occupational Risks - insurance agency). Note that the
procedures followed by the Company for recording and reporting occupational accidents and
diseases are consistent with the requirements of the International Labour Organisation (ILO).
Meanwhile, an internal accident reporting and investigation procedure is in place which results
in the preparation of an accident investigation report and corrective/ preventive actions which
are implemented on the basis of the Company’s improvement plan. This internal procedure applies
to all accidents and near misses.

Injury and absenteeism rates 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Annual number of injuries or accidents leading 

to absence from work 45 29 13 20 12 13 5

Accidents that did not cause absence from work 

(minor accidents)* 4 9 16 17 14 35 26

Near misses* - - - 4 19 19 26

Absence - lost days due to illness 

(pregnancy leave is not included) 1,215 1,125 968 958 271 257 132

Number of deaths 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(*) The apparent increase in near misses and accidents that did not result in any employee absence from 2007 onwards and simply
represents an increase in the reporting of such accidents.

No occupational diseases have been registered in the Company.

Frequency and severity rates 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Accident Frequency Rate (Accidents with lost working 

hours x 106/ Total implemented work-hours) 10 12 8 12 5,9

Accident Severity Rate (Lost work hours x 103 /

Total implemented work-hours) 5 4 1 1,6 1,1
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Frequency Number of Severity Lost work-hours
rate = accidents Χ  106 rate = due to accidents Χ 103

Number of realized Number of realized 
work-hours work-hours
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Results of 2010 Objectives – 2011 Objectives

The achievement of the objectives set for 2010 is deemed satisfactory and successful. In the context
of the ongoing efforts for improvement, the progress of these objectives is presented while new
objectives are set for 2011.

2010 Objectives 2010 Performance

Reduction of accidents and further improvement of relevant
rates
Increase in the hours of internal training for all Company
staff, both in health and safety at work and other matters
concerning the Company’s activities.

Increase in the number of internal inspections

Completion of the revision and expansion of the Workplace
Safety Guidelines.
Development of an Educational Requirement Table for every
job position
Enrichment and extension of the Continuous Improvement
Program
Review of the plant’s occupational risk 
assessment studies
Execution of a new set of measurements on harmful physical
and chemical factors (noise, air quality, electromagnetic
fields).

In 2010, incidents/accidents at work were reduced.

In 2010, 335 employees were trained as a whole (25% increase 
in relation to 2009). 82 training courses with a total duration of 5,527 
training work-hours were provided, of which 1,563 concerned Occupational
Health and Safety.
For the first time, 67 internal inspections regarding specific Guidelines were
carried out successfully.
The revision and update of all Workplace Safety Guidelines for the job positions
was completed.
The relevant table was prepared and was filled in on a pilot basis for one
Company Department.
130 improving interventions were carried out.

The revision of occupational risk assessment studies got underway.

A new series of measurements on harmful factors was conducted at the
workplace. Noise measurements are underway.

5. Occupational Health and Safety

2011 Objectives

To maintain rates at low levels and further reduce them.

To raise the number of internal inspections by 50%.

To issue additional Workplace Safety Guidelines (use of special equipment, materials, etc).

To fill in an Education Requirement Table for all plant departments.

To conclude the revision of occupational risk assessment studies.

To conclude and deliver a noise study during the first half of 2011.



For CORINTH PIPEWORKS environmental protec-
tion is a chief priority and an integral part of its
activities. Through the implementation of an inte-
grated policy and significant investments, the
Company seeks to continuously improve its envi-
ronmental performance.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS commits to the unwavering
application of environmental legislation while also
seeking to have its environmental performance
exceed legal requirements. As a result, in 2010 there
was no violation of environmental laws nor were any
fines imposed on the Company.

6.1 Environmental Policy

Our environmental policy represents the
Management’s commitment to operate with full
respect for the environment and its social partners.
The Company's Policy seeks to raise environmental
awareness and responsibility in both Management
and employees. The Environmental Policy of
CORINTH PIPEWORKS relies on the following main
principles applied by the Company:
1. Compliance with applicable European Union and National environmental legislation and

upholding the Company’s compliance with environmentally licensed emission limits at its facilities.
2. Responsible Corporate Operation which entails full knowledge of environmental impacts and

implementing the appropriate measures to minimize them.
3. Working with the appropriate licensed waste management companies (collection, transport,

utilisation, and disposal), whose management practices are in accordance with applicable
legislation.

4. Transparency through participation in an open dialogue on environmental issues with all partners,
governmental and non-governmental organizations, academic institutions, local communities
and society as a whole.

5. Education, information and awareness of Company staff on environmental issues so that they can
actively participate in environmental management.

6. Applying an Environmental Management System to ensure continuous improvement of the
Company’s environmental performance, to apply existing legislation in full and reduce its
environmental footprint.

Extract of the Company Health, Safety and Environment Policy
CORINTH PIPEWORKS is committed to using safe and responsible standards for Health, Safety and
the Environment and complying with all the Company’s applicable regulations and standards. This
policy indicates the Company's commitment to protecting the Health and Safety of its employees
and the Environment. The implementation of this policy is the Management’s primary purpose and
the responsibility of all CORINTH PIPEWORKS employees.
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6.2 Environmental Expenditure and
Investments

CORINTH PIPEWORKS Management proves its
commitment to continuous improvement of its
environmental performance in practice; in 2010
the Company realized further investments in and
expenditures on environmental protection, which
amounted to euro 441,999 and are presented in
the relevant chart.

6.3 Environmental Management System

Integrated environmental management in
CORINTH PIPEWORKS is made possible through
the implementation of an Environmental
Management System. This system aims at the
continuous improvement of the Company’s
environment performance and is certified
according to ISO 14001:2004. In the context of the
System, environmental programs are planned and
implemented every year in specific areas of
Company interaction with the environment so as
to improve its overall environmental footprint.
The following were implemented in 2010:
• A program to identify and manage

environmental effects
• A program to improve waste storage within the plant
• A program to improve sorting of recyclable materials within the plant
• A program to improve infrastructure for environmental emergencies
• A program to improve the conservation of natural resources (e.g. raw materials)
• A program for personnel training
• A program to monitor environmental performance.

Administrative Structure and Training on the Environment

CORINTH PIPEWORKS has established a specific administrative structure to manage environmental
issues and has also created a specific Environmental Department staffed by qualified personnel to
implement the Company’s Environmental Management System and monitor environmental projects
and their progress.
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Environmental expenditures 2010 (euro)

Waste management
Environmental Department Support, advisory
services etc.
New environmental projects
Site clearance projects for the prevention of
environmental degradation
Other costs (environmental measurements,
operation of environmental anti-pollution
equipment, etc.)

296,852

15,537

53,319

15,866

60,425

0
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Organizational structure for the environment
CORINTH PIPEWORKS

Successful environmental protection is ensured through the participation of all Company employees.
For this reason, CORINTH PIPEWORKS takes steps to raise the awareness of its employees by organizing
training seminars on environmental issues. Seminars are carried out either by the Company’s Health,
Safety and Environment Department or by external bodies. In 2010, 23 training seminars on
environmental issues took place with the participation of 290 employees. Such seminars concerned
Environmental Management Guidelines per job position.

Training in environmental issues 2009 2010

Number of employees 92 290

Aiming for integrated environmental management, CORINTH PIPEWORKS has identified monitors
and manages all areas which interact with the natural environment and are affected by its operation.
The most important of these are:
• use of natural resources (such as water, energy, consumption of raw materials such as steel and

other materials, etc.)
• use of chemical substances
• air pollutant emissions management
• liquid and solid waste management.

GENERAL 
MANAGER

HEALTH, SAFETY 
& ENVIRONMENT

DEPARTMENT

PLANT 
MANAGER



6.4 Raw Materials

CORINTH PIPEWORKS obtains raw and other
materials to meet its operating needs and
production process. In order to save natural
resources, the Company implements specific
practices to monitor and manage its supplies of
raw materials. Specifically, it has defined a set of
indicators whereby it monitors the use of the raw
materials it obtains and sustainably manages
natural resources. The Company’s main pursuit is
to continuously improve these indicators. 

Steel is the main raw material obtained by
CORINTH PIPEWORKS and for this reason it
intensifies its efforts for its optimum use and
management. As a result of the management
practices implemented by the Company, the steel
exploitation rate remains very high.

Chemical Substances

CORINTH PIPEWORKS maintains a mechanism which ensures that all chemical substances used at its
facilities are transported, stored, used, replaced and disposed of in a manner which:
• eliminates and minimizes health risks to concerned staff
• minimizes the waste generated from the use of chemicals
• minimizes the risk of any chemical being released into the environment (air, soil, water).

In addition, the steps taken by CORINTH PIPEWORKS for the correct management of chemicals in compliance
with the specifications of the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) are as follows:
• storage in sealed and protected areas
• educating users to avoid / deal with leakages
• conducting drills for dealing with emergencies
• reducing the quantity of chemical substances kept in stock
• immediate disposal of waste (minimizing storage time at the facility).

The Company’s Health, Safety and Environment Department maintains an updated MSDS database
for all the materials used at the Company’s facilities. The MSDS database is available to all staff involved
in the use of the specific materials. Each and every material is managed in accordance with supplier
instructions, as listed in the MSDSs.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS has placed special security collection receptacles at all points where a chemical
substance leak may occur. In this way it ensures that chemicals cannot be released into the
environment.
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Steel Exploitation Ratio*

2007 2008 2009 2010

100

104.2 104.3

102.9
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* The chart above presents the steel exploitation ratio
in relation to 2007.

0



Zero chemical leaks
As a result of the safety procedures and the preventive steps implemented by the Company, there
were no chemical leaks of chemicals into the environment in 2010.

6.5 Use of Energy

CORINTH PIPEWORKS consumes thermal and electrical energy at its production facilities.

Thermal Energy
In 2010, the Company consumed 6,677 MWh of thermal energy through the use of:
• automotive diesel
• heating diesel
• oil for generators
• LNG for operating production equipment.

Chapter 8 of this Report (Key CSR Performance Indicators) details the data on thermal energy
consumption for the period 2008-2010.

In 2010, the consumption of thermal energy was raised by 0.3% in relation to the previous year; this
was mainly due to the differentiation of the product mix.

The increase in the specific thermal energy consumption registered in 2010 is mainly due to the
differentiation of the product mix. 
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Specific Thermal Energy Consumption

2008 2009 2010
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Specific Thermal Energy Consumption per product
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Electric Energy
The energy-conservation efforts of CORINTH PIPEWORKS encompass electrical energy in addition
to thermal. Total energy consumption was reduced by 13% in 2010 compared to the previous year.
This decrease is due, on the one hand, to decreased production and also to the energy- conservation
actions implemented by the Company in 2010.

Renewable Energy Sources
In 2010, the first solar-powered network hub was installed and began operating at the Thisvi plant.
The station uses two solar panels to charge a battery array and can provide power on a 24-hour
basis. A second network station will soon operate at the plant while the Company is considering
the option to expand the use of solar energy to other points as well. 
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6.6 Climate Change

In order to deal with climate change, CORINTH
PIPEWORKS takes steps to restrict air pollutant
emissions which contribute to climate change. In
addition, the Company takes steps to restrict gas
emissions such as filter placement, energy saving,
use of environmentally-friendly forms of energy
(LPG), etc. 

As a result of the steps taken by CORINTH
PIPEWORKS in this area, both direct and indirect
(electrical energy consumption) carbon dioxide
emissions are considerably reduced. In 2010, total
Company carbon dioxide emissions were reduced
by 11.3%; this was mainly due to the drastic
restriction of the use of the self-production
facility.

6.7 Atmosphere

The main air pollutant emissions consist of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) which are
contained in paint solvents and in nitrogen
oxides generated from the combustion of
hydrocarbons and from the carbon dioxide set
out in paragraph 6.6.

Fluctuations in VOC emissions are due to the
varying total operating time of the inner cladding
unit due to the different requirements of each
order. The Company cooperates with cladding
material suppliers to replace paints with new
products with a low VOC content.

In addition, greenhouse gas emissions that arose
from the electricity self-generation facility were
eliminated during 2010 since the use of this
facility was minor mainly because reactive power
has been practically eliminated.

Direct and Indirect CO2* Emissions

2008 2009 2010

3,894

31,137

Direct CO2 Emissions

1,372

24,809
21,589

1,429

Air Pollutant Emissions*

2008 2009 2010

2

121

NOx
VOCs

1

68

47

1

Indirect CO2 Emissions

(*) The quantity of direct emissions is calculated according
to the consumption of LNG in production, and the
consumption of heating and transport diesel.  0.95 is used
for the calculation of CO2 emissions.

* The amount of NOx is calculated based on the con-
sumption of LNG and diesel.
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6.8 Use of Water

CORINTH PIPEWORKS implements a cooling
water recycling system at all its units in order to
reduce water usage. Approximately 58% of the
total amount of water used is recycled. In 2010, of
the total quantity of 66,223 m3 of water that were
used, 38,618 m3 were recycled in production.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS monitors, records and
manages personnel waste production at its Thisvi
Industrial Area facilities.

The water used at the Thisvi plant originates from
three sources:
• Water transportation network from the

Mornos River. This water is intended for
industrial use (filling cooling tanks, etc)

• Water supply network of the Thisvi Municipal
Unit. This water is used for drinking and
sanitation purposes

• Bottled water sold on the market for drinking
purposes, which is used at points that are not
covered by the network of the Thisvi Municipal
Unit.

Consumption is monitored via the EYDAP
gauge readings (water from Mornos) and the
gauge of the Thisvi Municipal Unit (water from
local network). The quantity of consumed
bottled water is established from purchase
invoices.

Water consumption (m3) 2010

Water transportation network from the Mornos river 59,412

Water supply network of the Thisvi Municipal Unit 6,810

Bottled water on the market 1.2
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Water consumption for industrial use

2008 2009 2010
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6.9 Waste

Company operations as well any industrial production process generate various waste which CORINTH
PIPEWORKS takes steps to manage responsibly, according to legal requirements. The primary goal of
the management process implemented by the Company is to reduce the volume of generated wastes,
followed by recycling, re-use and recovery practices, all of which lead to a radical decrease in the final
volume disposed of in landfills.

Waste Products Management Quantity (in kg)
method 2008 2009 2010

Steel scrap Recycling 17,093,000 12,522,000 9,956,130

Metal packaging Recycling 9,570 6,590 5,090

Metal particles and dust Recycling 452,000 573,850 310,460

Welding waste Re-use 50,000 100,000 30,000

Paper Recycling 2,210 5,850 24,630

Wood Recycling 182,840 35,710 113,000

Plastic Recycling 241,850 210,360 141,140

Vehicle tyres Recycling 5,030 2,100 2,920

Electric and electronic equipment waste Recycling 5,360 1,730 6,640

Paint Powder Re-use 108,000 193,610 89,260

Waste Disposal in landfills 1,122,000 514,570 86,210

Materials for energy use Re-use - - 139,190

Lubricants waste Recycling 41,000 34,620 26,820

Battery Recycling 2,010 2,700 2,620

Paint and varnish waste Re-use 19,000 36,830 63,570

Emulsions Re-use 22,230 115,650 626,650

Various contaminated materials Re-use 0 6,450 0

Grease waste Re-use 0 1,110 6,140

Contaminated absorbent materials Re-use 0 4,780 1,990

Fluorescent lamps Recycling 0 290 230

Total waste 19,356,100 14,368,800 11,632,690

6. ENVIRONMENT
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In 2010, the volume of waste disposed of in
landfills was considerably reduced due to
decreased production and the persistent efforts
to isolate even the smallest quantities of
recyclable materials.

The considerable increase in emulsions is due to
the extensive maintenance to the unit using them.
In addition, emulsions were distributed (for
practical reasons) in their primary form (dissolved
in water), which justifies the increased volume. The
fluctuations registered in the quantities of other
waste products are due to the considerable
differentiations of the product mix per year.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS cooperates exclusively with
appropriately licensed companies for the
transportation, processing, exploitation and
disposal of all waste products, whose licenses are
checked and kept in the Company’s Health, Safety and Environment Department records. Therefore,
all waste offered for recycling, exploitation or other types of disposal are consistent with applicable
environmental laws.

6.10 Noise Control

The operation of the Company’s production facilities generates noise whose levels are recorded and
monitored. All installation noise levels have been recorded and measures have been adopted to
reduce noise levels where possible, both for protecting employee health and for environmental
reasons.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS strictly abides by all relevant legal guidelines concerning noise levels emitted
during the Company’s production operation. 

Waste Management method 2010

Re-use*

Disposal in
landfills

Recycling

8%
1%

91%

* Re-use (energy re-use or other type)
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6.11 Transport

The Company’s unswerving policy consists of reducing travel as much as possible in order to minimize
its environmental impact. CORINTH PIPEWORKS implements a number of actions to reduce travel,
such as:
• installation and use of video conferencing (teleconference) for communicating with customers

and partners abroad
• rent subsidies for executives to live in the surrounding area
• transporting staff with company buses
• employing staff from the local community
• reducing the use of company cars (car pooling).

The above initiatives to reduce the travel requirements of the Company's human resources contribute
to a decrease in greenhouse gas emissions.
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6.12 Biodiversity

The premises of CORINTH PIPEWORKS are located in the Thisvi Industrial Area, in an established
industrial zone and outside protected areas or areas of high biodiversity value. Therefore, it is believed
that there are no direct consequences from the Company’s operations and the biodiversity of
protected areas or other areas of high biodiversity value. However, the Company ensures that it takes
all necessary precautions to reduce any impact from its operation on the natural environment in
which it operates.

Results of 2010 Objectives – 2011 Objectives

Below are given the objectives set for 2010, the rate of their attainment and the new objectives set
for 2011.

2010 Objectives 2010 Performance

Construction of a sheltered area at the new waste storage facility In progress, to be completed during 2011

Completion of the construction of the leak receptacles Complete

Issuing emergency plans and conducting relevant Draft issuance has been completed, training is underway
staff training

Further management and staff training regarding In 2010, 290 employees were trained in Environmental 
Environmental Management Issues. Management issues compared to 92 in 2009.

2011 Objectives

Completion of the waste sheltered area and improvement of waste storage area.

Upgrading of infrastructures and equipment to deal with emergencies.

Issue and implementation of a Plant Cleaning Plan.

6. ENVIRONMENT
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7. SOCIETY

Despite the persistent negative economic circumstances, CORINTH PIPEWORKS pursues its
activities, focusing on responsible practices, creating value for the local community and the society
at large. 

The social and financial impact of CORINTH PIPEWORKS activities on local community, where its
production facilities are located, is very important. The region of Viotia is marked by relatively one-
dimensional financial activities, mainly in the primary sector (agriculture, livestock farming).
Therefore, when the CORINTH PIPEWORKS plant began its operation in the Thisvi Industrial Area,
it made a positive contribution to the local market, strengthening it with new forms of
employment. In addition, the policy of CORINTH PIPEWORKS on developing economic relations
with local community through the selection of local suppliers, goods and services and by covering
the largest part (90.2%) of its needs for human resources from the said region generates and
multiplies mutual benefits.

Note that in addition to the positive social and financial effects offered by the selection of
suppliers and human resources from local communities, there are also significant environmental
benefits because long-distance travel is avoided and, air-polluting fuel consumption is also
reduced.

7.1 Increasing Employment at Local Level

The Company seeks and takes steps to select employees from local community in order to boost the
communitiy and its economy. In 2010, out of 422 employees, CORINTH PIPEWORKS employed 381
persons from the Thisvi local community and the broader Viotia area, namely 90.2% of its human
resources.

Employees from the local community 2008 2009 2010

Number of employees 477 415 381

% of total 91.9% 90.6% 90.2%

The efforts of CORINTH PIPEWORKS in this direction are part of its business activity since the Company
is interested in supporting the local economy through the employment it offers whether it concerns
permanent or seasonal employees.

7.2  Supporting Local Entrepreneurship

In the context of supporting the local community, CORINTH PIPEWORKS chooses local suppliers and
contractors where possible. Local suppliers are offered equal opportunities of participation and offer
submission and are given priority in the case of consumables purchases, maintenance services and
repairs. Due to the particularity of the products manufactured by CORINTH PIPEWORKS, the largest
part of its supplies concerns the raw materials (steel) required for the production process. Raw
materials come solely from overseas suppliers and comply with specific rigorous technical and quality
specifications. 



Taking the above into consideration, it is worth
noting that of the 967 active Company
suppliers recorded in 2010, 131 originated from
the specific region (13.5% of the total). In detail,
the geographical distribution of the suppliers
of CORINTH PIPEWORKS is presented in the
chart below.

7.3 Supporting Local Community Initiatives

CORINTH PIPEWORKS acknowledges its
responsibility as part of society as a whole,
beyond the limits of its activities. It is interested
in the needs of local communities and responds
with great sensitivity and in a spirit of cooperation
and assistance. Taking into account the results of
the survey conducted in 2009 among the Thisvi
local community and seeking to be an active
member contributing to local development and
improvement of the quality of living, CORINTH
PIPEWORKS focused on the following pillars
through its social action program for 2010:
• Education
• Health
• Sporting activities.
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Suppliers Distribution

Local suppliers

Other 
domestic 
suppliers

International
suppliers 14%

65%

21%

Allocation of Social Actions per Pillar

Sporting
activities

Other

Health

10%

42%

36%Education

12%
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CORINTH PIPEWORKS aims to comprehend the needs of local communities and respond to their
expectations and concerns in a consistent and effective manner. It should be noted that the
Company donated timber to the Volunteers’ Group of Kapareli (Kapareli village is 28 km from the
Company's plant) for the construction of 2 fire posts in the context of the voluntary forest
conservation program for the Kitheronas mountain. This particular initiative includes patrols by
group members on Mount Kitheronas, by motor-operated vehicles belonging to the Municipality
of Platees and cooperation with the local Forest Inspection and Fire Department services. The
Volunteers Group of Kapareli numbers 50 persons and participates in dealing with emergencies
and natural disasters.

Below are given, by way of example, actions per pillar that were implemented and supported within
the local community by CORINTH PIPEWORKS:

7.3.1  Education
CORINTH PIPEWORKS believes in and supports education. All children must have access to
education and to modern teaching methods in a safe environment. In this context, during 2010,
36% of the Company’s social investments were channelled into activities related to maintaining
school building facilities, funding the transportation of pupils on school educational trips,
experiential game programs in collaboration with specialist teachers and other local education
support actions.

Every year, on Christmas Eve, festivities are organized for primary and nursery school pupils in the
Thisvi Municipality, including a children's play and the handing out of gifts. In 2010, the Christmas
party took place in a specially arranged event area at the plant and included a puppet show entitled
"The Apple Tree" by Emmanuel Roidis, and the distribution of books to children. 140 children,
accompanied by their parents, participated in the event. They were transported by buses hired by
the Company. 

In 2010, CORINTH PIPEWORKS continued to provide heating diesel to ten schools in the Municipality
of Thisvi. Appreciating and responding to this Company gesture, the children of Domvrena nursery
school painted and sent the plant’s manager a beautiful “thank you” note.

In 2010, the Company implemented a daily experiential program for nursery and primary school
pupils in the Municipality of Thisvi. During the program’s implementation, the pupils visited the plant
and were hosted in the training rooms. The children had the opportunity to spend creative hours
with specialized teachers from “ELLINIKA GRAMATA” publications. Children:
• painted
• played experiential games
• represented the stories from the books given to them during the event organized by the Company

in Christmas 2009.

7. SOCIETY
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7.3.2  Health

Health is the most valuable asset for people; the Company supported actions aiming at prevention
and information of Thisvi inhabitants. The First Aid seminar held in June 2010 is a representative
example.

The Company undertook to organize a first aid seminar with the aim to train the inhabitants of the
Municipality of Thisvi in relevant topics. The program was carried out in cooperation with the
Samaritans Department of the Greek Red Cross and was hailed as a success. It was attended by 18
permanent residents of the local community of the Municipality of Thisvi who received the relevant
certificate from the Greek Red Cross. The participants reported they had a positive experience and
indicated their excellent impressions from the training program.

7.3.3 Sporting Activities

CORINTH PIPEWORKS acknowledges the value of sports and supports them in a consistent manner
as a valuable social asset to which everybody should have access and which plays a decisive role,
among others, in social integration and the promotion of public health. Sports are accompanied and
qualified by values and principles that have the strength and momentum to shape integrated
personalities and create a healthy society. Thus, in 2010, the Company provided support to local teams
and various sports events.

Note that 41% of the Company’s sponsorships concern sporting activities. In 2010, CORINTH
PIPEWORKS sponsored the following sports clubs:
• PAOK of KYRIAKI village
• THESPIAKOS SPORTS CLUB
• ELIKON SPORTS CLUB
• ELOPIAKOS SPORTS CLUB
• PIGASOS SPORTS CLUB
• ELIKON DOMVRENA SPORTS CLUB.

In addition, in 2010 the Company sponsored the "Efchidios Feat". This is a large-distance race covering
the route Delfi-Platees and took place on 31 July 2010 for the 11th successive year. It owes its name
to Efchidas who, as legend has it, ran the distance in 479 BC, following the battle at Platees, to bring
new "sacred fire" from Delfi to Platees.

The contemporary Efchidios Feat was organized in 2000 for the first time. It is 107.5 km long and
includes altitude differences of around 1,400 meters.

7.3.4 Other Social Activities

The Company acknowledges that offering to society is inextricably linked with its operation and
thus supports actions intended primarily for society. In 2010, despite the international and
domestic financial crisis, CORINTH PIPEWORKS continued to make its best efforts to respond to
the needs of society and offer to local communities. Indicatively, during 2010, CORINTH
PIPEWORKS sponsored:
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• The Progressive Society of Askri 
• The Society of Aliartos Women for the organization of a two-day meeting on the PREVENTION OF

OSTEOPOROSIS. 
• The Greek Red Cross 
• The Deputy Harbour Master's Office of Antikyra by donating them office furniture and

computers.

7.4 Employee Volunteerism

Volunteerism is based and grows on human resources and makes a valuable contribution to society.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS approves and supports the voluntary activities of its employees so that they
can actively respond to the needs of their fellow people.

Voluntary blood donation program

The Company has been implementing a voluntary blood donation program and has been keeping a
blood bank in the General Public Hospital of Athens since 2002. The blood bank meets the needs of
the employees and their families for blood. During 2010, 3 voluntary blood donation programs took
place, two at the plant and one at the company’s headquarter. These efforts resulted in the collection
of 100 units of blood. Since the establishment of the blood bank to 2010, 119 people were assisted
by the CORINTH PIPEWORKS blood bank.

Despite its satisfactory registered results, the Company cooperates with the General Public Hospital
of Athens and makes persistent efforts to increase the frequency and results of voluntary blood
donation.

Development of voluntary blood donation (units)

2008 2009 2010

46 48 100

Voluntary offer program

In the context of International Volunteer Day (05/12/2010) the
Company asked its employees to collect dry foods, second-hand
clothes, shoes, books and toys (in good condition) for people in
need. The program lasted 3 weeks and the collected items were
offered:
• To the Bishopric of Thiva and Livadia to support its social work. The

bishopric stands out for its active social activities. The collected items
were distributed to the orphanage and old peoples’ home house
kept by the Bishopric in the broader area of Livadia and to the
region’s poor via its community shop.
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• To the “Panagia Makariotisa” Society, which received primarily the dry foods that were distributed
to 8 poor families from the Thisvi local community (villages of Domvrena, Prodromos and
Xironomi).

Results of 2010 Objectives – 2011 Objectives

Within the framework of the Social Action program, for 2010, the Company had set the following
objectives in order to further contribute to the development of the local community. The achievement
of the objectives set for 2010 is deemed satisfactory and successful. In the context of the ongoing efforts
for improvement, the progress of the objectives set is presented while new objectives are set for 2011.

2010 Objectives 2010 Performance

Assessing the results of the research program and taking See section “Social Action Program”.
relevant actions to meet the community’s requirements 
and needs.

Strengthening the local economy, by selecting more In 2010, of the 967 active suppliers employed by the Company, 
employees and suppliers from the local community. 131 (compared to 121 in 2009) originated from 

the local market.

2011 Objectives

To design and schedule new Company employee volunteer actions.

To communicate and consult local communities so as to identify their main issues and concerns.



Below are presented key financial, environmental and social performance data for CORINTH
PIPEWORKS in 2010:

Economy 2008 2009 2010
Net Sales (in thousand euro) 346,007 276,369 142,674
Net profit (in thousand euro)– before taxes 10,528 25,280 1,012
Equity (in thousand euro) 124,466 148,138 144,886
Net profit / (loss) (in thousand euro)– after taxes 5,691 18,234 (2,484)
Total assets (in thousand euro) 375,527 257,225 246,331
Total capitalisation (in thousand euro)

Equity 124,466 148,138 144,886
Loans 70,429 51,532 26,719

Revenues from financial investments and sales of asset (in thousand euro) 56 61 4
Operating costs (in thousand euro) 327,875 168,053 107,884
Payments to capital providers (in thousand euro) 36,569 22,966 26,909
Payments to government bodies - taxes paid (in thousand euro) 2,638 1,885 2,122
Net profit per share (in euro) 0.05* 0.15* (0.02)
Employees 2008 2009 2010

Total employees 519 458 422
Number of employees with collective agreements 519 458 422
Women / total employees (%) 8.3 9.2 10
Training manhours (training X hours) 4,485 4,723 5,527
Training costs (in million euro) 63,843 65,856 89,270
Employee salaries and benefits (in thousand euro) 20,277 16,681* 14,803
Annual total number of incidents that resulted in absence from work 12 13 5
Number of fatal accidents 0 0 0
Marketplace 2008 2009 2010

Payments to suppliers (in thousand euro) 52,677 43,439 26,611
Customer complaints (number) 5 4 0
Environment 2008 2009 2010

Diesel (lt) 465,900 295,008 253,860
Heating Oil (lt) 62,115 82,450 57,850
Power generation Oil 690,000 56,000 104,000
Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) (tn) 279,8 141,8 165,2
Specific thermal energy consumption (KWh/tn product) 0.054 0.036 0.044
Direct CO2 emissions (tn) 4,057 1,589 1,581
Indirect CO2 emissions (tn) 31,137 24,861 21,634
Total CO2 emissions (tn) 35,194 26,450 21,634
Total waste products (tn) 19,356,100 14,368,800 11,632,690
Society 2008 2009 2010

Employees from the local community (%) 91.9 90.6 90.2
Voluntary employee blood donations (bottles) 46 48 100
Total sponsorship programme 19,973 37,878 39,655
Note: Data included in the table above, in brackets, have a negative sign.

* For years 2008 and 2009 the data have been reviewed due to misprint.
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8. KEY CSR PERFORMANCE INDICATORS



Definitions

GRI
The international organization Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) has developed a framework of
sustainability indicators in order to standardize sustainability reports that organizations publish. The
GRI Organisation’s aim is that the sustainability reports will become a useful tool and a standardized
procedure, as is the case of financial reports. The GRI framework includes company economic,
environmental and social performance indicators (www.globalreporting.org).

Sustainability
Sustainability or Sustainable Development is defined as the manner in which an Organization
operates, to the extent that it meets the needs of the present, without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs (the Rio Declaration on Environment and
Development, United Nations Organization, 1992).

Corporate Responsibility
Corporate Responsibility is a concept whereby companies integrate voluntary social and
environmental concerns into their business operations and relationships with stakeholders, and
understand that responsible behavior leads to sustainable business success (Green Paper on
Corporate Social Responsibility, European Commission, 2001).

Abbreviations

API American Petroleum Institute
CPW Corinth Pipeworks
CO2 Carbon Dioxide
CSR Europe Corporate Social Responsibility Europe
CSR Corporate Social Responsibility
GRI-G3 Global Reporting Initiative version G3
USA United States of America
ILO International Labor Organisation
ISO International Organization for Standardization 
Kg Kilogram
KWh Kilo Watt per Hour
LPG Liquefied Petroleum Gas
Lt Litres
m3 Cubic Meters
MSDS Material Safety Data Sheet
MWh Mega Watt per Hour
NOx Nitrogen Oxide
OHSAS Occupational Health and Safety Assessment

Series 
REACH Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and

Restriction of Chemicals

Tn Tons
VOCs Volatile Organic Compounds
VI.PE. Industrial Area
BoD Board of Directors
ELOT Hellenic Organization for Standardization
EES Greek Red Cross
NTUA National Technical University of Athens 
EIDAP Athens Water Supply & Drainage Co.
Η/Μ Electromagnetic Field
KEPEK Centre for the Prevention of Professional Risk
PPE Personal Protection Equipment 
NGO Non Governmental Organization
SBSE Federation of Sterea Ellada Industries
SEV Hellenic Federation of Enterprises
SEE Advertising Self Regulatory Council
OHS Occupational Health and Safety
HSE Health, Saffety and Environment 
Km Kilometers
HYTA Landfill
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9. GLOSSARY



GRI Code Description Section – Notes

STRATEGY AND ANALYSIS

1.1 Chairman’s statement Page 7
1.2 Description of key impacts, risks and opportunities Page 7 / 2.4 / 2.4.1 / 2.4.2 / 2.5

ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE
2.1 Name of the Company 1
2.2 Primary brands, products, and/or services 3.1.1 / 3.1.2
2.3 Operational structure of the organization, including main divisions, 1 

operating companies, subsidiaries, and joint ventures
2.4 Location of organization’s headquarters 1
2.5 Countries were CORINTH PIPEWORKS operates 1/ 3.2 / 3.2.1
2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form 2.2
2.7 Markets served 1 / 3.2 / 3.2.1
2.8 Scale of CORINTH PIPEWORKS 2.1 / 8
2.9 Significant changes during the reporting period There were no changes
2.10 Awards received in the reporting period 1.6

REPORT PARAMETERS
REPORT PROFILE
3.1 Reporting period Page 4
3.2 Date of most recent previous report Page 4
3.3 Reporting cycle Page 4
3.4 Contact point Page 5

REPORT SCOPE AND BOUNDARY
3.5 Process for defining report content Page 4-5
3.6 Boundary of the report Page 4-5
3.7 Specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the report Page 4-5
3.8 Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities, Page 4-5

outsourced operations, and other entities
3.9 Data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations Page 5
3.10 Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information provided Page 5

in earlier reports
3.11 Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope, Page 5

boundary, or measurement methods applied in the report

GRI CONTENT INDEX
3.12 Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the Report 10

ASSURANCE
3.13 Policy and current practice with regard to seeking external assurance for the report Page 5 / 11
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10. GRI INDICATORS TABLE



GRI Code Description Section – Notes

GOVERNANCE, COMMITMENTS, AND ENGAGEMENT

4.1 Governance structure of the organization 2.3 / 2.3.1 / 2.3.2 / 2.3.3 / 2.3.4 
4.2 Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an executive officer 2.3.1
4.3 Number of members of the highest governance body that are independent and/ 2.3.1

or non-executive members
4.4 Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide recommendations 2.3.1 / 4.2.4

or direction to the highest governance body
4.5 Linkage between compensation for members of the highest governance body, 2.3.1

senior managers, and executives
4.6 Processes in place for the highest governance body to ensure conflicts  of interest are avoided 2.3.5
4.7 Process for determining the qualifications and expertise of the members 2.3.1

of the highest governance body
4.8 Internally developed statements of mission or values, codes of conduct, 1.3 / 1.4 / 3.3 / 4.1 / 4.1.1 / 5 / 6.1

and values relevant to economic, environmental, and social performance
4.9 Procedures of the highest governance body for overseeing the organization’s 2.3.1 / 2.3.4 / 2.4.2 / 2.5

identification and management of economic, environmental and social 
performance, including relevant risks and opportunities

4.10 Processes for evaluating the highest governance body’s own performance, 2.3.1
particularly with respect to economic, environmental, and social performance

COMMITMENTS TO EXTERNAL INITIATIVES
4.11 Explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach or value 2.4 / 2.4.1 / 2.4.2 / 3.3 / 4.2.3 / 5 / 5.2 / 6.4  

is addressed by the organization
4.12 Externally developed economic, environmental, and social charters, values, Page 5 / 1.2 / 1.3 / 10 

or other initiatives to which the organization subscribes or endorses
4.13 Memberships in associations and/or national/international advocacy organizations 1.2

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
4.14 List of stakeholder groups engaged by CORINTH PIPEWORKS 1.5
4.15 Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage 1.5
4.16 Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including frequency of 1.5

engagement by type and by stakeholder group
4.17 Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder engagement 1.5

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
EC1 Direct economic value generated and distributed 2.1 / 8
EC3 Coverage of the organization’s defined benefit plan obligations 4.2.3
EC4 Significant financial assistance received from government The Company did not receive any financial support

from the government
EC6 Policy, practices, and proportion of spending on locally-based suppliers 3.6 / 3.6.1

at significant locations of operation
EC7 Procedures for local hiring and proportion of senior management hired from 4.2 / 7.1

the local community at locations of significant operation
EC8 Development and impact of infrastructure investments and services provided 7.3 / 7.3.1 / 7.3.2 / 7.3.3 / 7.3.4 / 7.4

primarily for public benefit through commercial, in kind, or pro bono engagement
EC9 Significant indirect economic impacts 7 / 7.1 / 7.2
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GRI Code Description Section – Notes

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

MATERIALS
EN1 Materials used by weight or volume 6.4 / 6.9

ENERGY

EN3 Direct energy consumption by primary energy source 6.5
EN4 Indirect energy consumption by primary source 6.5
EN5 Energy saving 6.5 / 6.11
EN6 Initiatives to provide energy-efficient products and services Non relevant
EN7 Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumptions and reductions achieved 6.11

WATER

EN8 Total water withdrawal by source 6.8
ΕΝ9 Water sources affected by withdrawal of water There are no water sources affected by withdrawal, as

no withdrawal is realized / 6.8
EN10 Percentage of total water volume that is recycled or re-used 6.8

BIODIVERSITY
ΕΝ11 Location and size of land owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, Τhere is no negative impact on biodiversity, since the 

protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas Company does not operate in protected areas / 6.12
ΕΝ12 Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and services Τhere is no negative impact on biodiversity,

on biodiversity in protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value since the Company does not
outside protected areas operate in protected areas / 6.12

ΕΝ14 Strategies, current actions, and future plans for managing impacts Τhere is no negative impact on biodiversity, since
on biodiversity the Company does not operate in protected areas

ΕΝ15 Number of IUCN Red List species and national conservation list species Τhere is no negative impact on IUCN Red List species 
with habitats in areas affected by operations, by level of extinction risk and national conservation list species, since the

Company does not operate in such areas

EMMISSIONS EFFLUENTS AND WASTE
EN16 Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight 6.6
EN18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by weight 6.5 / 6.6 / 6.7
EN20 NOx, SOx, and other significant air emissions by type and weight 6.7
ΕΝ22 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method 6.9
ΕΝ23 Total number and volume of significant spills 6.4
ΕΝ25 Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value of water bodies There are no water discharges in protected areas

and related habitats significantly affected by the reporting organization’s 
discharges of water and runoff

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
EN26 Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services, 6.3 / 6.6 / 6.7 / 6.8 / 6.9

and extent of impact mitigation
EN27 Percentage of products sold and their packaging materials that are There are no package materials

reclaimed by category

COMPLIANCE
ΕΝ28 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary There were no fines or non monetary sanctions

sanctions for non compliance with environmental laws and regulations



GRI Code Description Section – Notes

TRANSPORT

EN29 Significant environmental impacts of transporting products and other goods and materials 6.11

OVERALL
ΕΝ30 Total environmental protection expenditures and investments by type 6.2

LABOR PRACTICES AND DESCENT WORK PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
EMPLOYMENT
LA1 Total workforce by employment type, employment contract, and region 4.2 / 4.2.1 / 4.2.2 
LA2 Total number and rate of employee turnover by age group, gender, and region 4.2.1 
LA3 Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary 4.2.3

or part-time employees

LABOR/MANAGEMENT RELATIONS

LA4 Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreements 4.2.2

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
LA7 Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, 5.5

and number of work related fatalities by region
LA8 Education, training, counseling, prevention, and risk-control programs in place to 4.2.3

assist workforce members, their families, or community members regarding serious diseases

TRAINING AND EDUCATION
LA10 Average hours of training per year per employee by employee category 4.4
LA11 Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support the 4.4

continued employability of employees and assist them in managing career endings
LA12 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews 4.3 / 4.3.1

DIVERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
LA13 Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per category according 4.2.1 / 4.2.5

to gender, age group, minority group membership, and other indicators of diversity
LA14 Ratio of basic salary of men to women by employee category 4.2.5

HUMAN RIGHTS PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
NON-DISCRIMINATION
HR4 Total number of incidents of discrimination and actions taken 4.2.5

CHILD LABOR
HR6 Child labor 4.2.1

FORCED AND COMPULSORY LABOR
HR7 Forced and compulsory labor 4.2.1

INDIGENOUS RIGHTS
HR9 Total number of incidents of violations involving rights of indigenous people No incidents

SOCIETY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
CORRUPTION
SO2 Percentage and total number of business units analyzed for risks related All business units are being systematically audited. 

to corruption There were no incidents of corruption
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GRI Code Description Section – Notes

SO3 Percentage of employees that are trained in policies and procedures that the 7 company employees (1.7%) were trained during 
organistion takes against corruption 2010 / 4.4 

SO4 Actions taken in response to incidents of corruption There were no incidents of corruption

PUBLIC POLICY
SO6 Total value of financial and in-kind contributions to political parties, The Company does not contribute in-kind or 

politicians, and related institutions by country. financially to politicians and/or political parties.

ANTI-COMPETITIVE BEHAVIOUR
SO7 Total number of legal actions for anticompetitive behavior, anti-trust, There were no legal actions

and monopoly practices and their outcomes

COMPLIANCE
SO8 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary There were no incidents

sanctions for non compliance with laws and regulations of non compliance

PRODUCT RESPONSIBILITY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

CUSTOMER HEALTH AND SAFETY
PR2 Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary There were no incidents of non compliance

codes concerning health and safety impacts of products and services during 
their life cycle, by type of outcomes

PRODUCT AND SERVICE LABELING
PR3 Type of product and service information required by procedures, and percentage 3.3.1

of significant products and services subject to such information requirements
PR4 Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary There were no incidents of non compliance / 3.3.1

codes concerning product and service information and labeling, 
by type of outcomes

PR5 Practices related to customer satisfaction, including results of surveys 
measuring customer satisfaction 3.5

MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
PR6 Programs for adherence to laws, standards, and voluntary codes related 3.3.1

to marketing communications, including advertising, promotion, and sponsorship
PR7 Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary There were no incidents of non compliance / 3.3.1

codes concerning marketing communications, including advertising, 
promotion, and sponsorship by type of outcomes

CUSTOMER PRIVACY
PR8 Total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches of customer There were no complaints

privacy and losses of customer data

COMPLIANCE
PR9 Monetary value of significant fines for non compliance with laws There were no fines

and regulations concerning the provision and use of products and services

The photographs used for this Report are from shots taken by the photographer Spyros Charaktinos , Byron Nikolopoulos and Christos Panayotakis.

The paper used for this Report has been produced from FSC sustainable management forests and plantations and contains 60% pulp from recycled paper.
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In this Report
CORINTH PIPEWORKS
has covered all
necessary disclosures
required for level B of
GRI-G3 Guidelines. The
relevant statement by
the Indepe n dent
Assurance Provider is
at page 88.

Application Level �

Global Compact Principles – GRI Indicators Cross Reference Table
CORINTH PIPEWORKS supports United Nations Global Compact. The following table shows which GRI
G3 performance indicators relate to each of the ten Global Compact principles.

Issue Areas Global Compact Principles Relevant GRI Indicators
Human rights Principle 1: Businesses should support and respect the protection EC5, LA4, LA6-9, LA13, LA14, 

of internationally proclaimed human rights. HR1-9, SO5, PR1, PR2, PR8
Principle 2: Businesses should make sure that they are HR1-9, SO5
not complicit in human rights abuses.

Labor Principle 3: Businesses should uphold the freedom of association LA4, LA5, HR1-3, HR5, SO5
and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining.
Principle 4: Businesses should uphold the elimination of all forms HR1-3, HR7, SO5
of forced and compulsory labor.
Principle 5: Businesses should uphold the effective abolition HR1-3, HR6, SO5
of child labor.
Principle 6: Businesses should uphold the elimination of discrimination EC7, LA2, LA13, LA14, HR1-4, 
in respect of employment and occupation. SO5

Environment Principle 7: Businesses should support a precautionary approach EC2, EN18, EN26, EN30, SO5
to environmental challenges.
Principle 8: Businesses should undertake initiatives to promote EN1-30, SO5, PR3, PR4
greater environmental responsibility.
Principle 9: Businesses should encourage the development EN2, EN5-7, EN10, EN18, 
and diffusion of environmentally friendly technologies. EN26, EN27, EN30, SO5

Anti-Corruption Principle 10: Businesses should work against corruption in SO2-6
all its forms, including extortion and bribery.



11. STATEMENT ON THE LEVEL CHECK

The certification body TUV HELLAS, has been assigned by the Board of Directors of CORINTH
PIPEWORKS S.A., to conduct the Level Check, according to the GRI G3 Guidelines Sustainability
Reporting, referring to the Corporate Responsibility and Sustainability Report of CORINTH PIPEWORKS
S.A., for 2010.

The Level Check was conducted based on the corresponding correlation table of GRI Indicators, stated
by CORINTH PIPEWORKS S.A., in order to confirm the company’s compliance to the requirements of
the GRI’s G3 for B Level. 

TUV HELLAS has not conducted an inspection and evaluation of the contents of the Corporate
Responsibility and Sustainability Report.

The Level Check conducted by TUV HELLAS, according to the Guidelines of the GRI’s Sustainability
Reporting, verifies the compliance of the CORINTH PIPEWORKS S.A. Corporate Responsibility and
Sustainability Report for 2010 to the requirements of the GRI’s G3 for B Level. 

For TUV HELLAS

G.J. Kechribaris S. Peltekis
Managing Director General Manager

Athens, 09/06/2011
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12. Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report 2010 Feedback Form

Your opinion helps us improve

We invite you to provide your opinion in order to help CORINTH PIPEWORKS’ Corporate Responsibility and
Sustainable Development Report be improved by filling the following questionnaire:

Which stakeholder group do you belong to? 

Employee
Shareholder/Investor
Customer
Supplier
Local Community
NGO
Media
Other:

What is your overall impression of the Report?

VERY GOOD GOOD AVERAGE BAD

Coverage of basic subjects regarding 
the Company’s operations
Completeness of quantity data
Text completeness
Graphics and illustration completeness
Balance between sections

What is your opinion regarding the following sections of the Report?

VERY GOOD GOOD AVERAGE BAD

Company Profile
Financial Development & Corporate Governance
Marketplace
Human Capital
Health & Safety
Environment
Society

Are there any sections that need to be extended?

Do you have any comments or suggestions that you would like to state?

Personal Information (optional)

Name/Last name: 

Company/Organization:

Address:

Tel./Fαx/E-mail address::

Please return this form by post to:
CORINTH PIPEWORKS, attention to Mrs Sofia Mylothridou  
33 Amaroussiou-Halandriou str., GR-15125, Marousi, Greece,  e-mail: smylothridou@cpw.vionet.gr or Fax to 0030 210 6787520

All data for the report evaluation will be statistically processed only to improve the Report. All personal data will be
protected as defined by law. 




